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THE OLD TIME RADIO CLUB 
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION: 

Club dues are $15.00 per yr. 
fro~ Jan. 1 through Dec. 31. Mem
bers receive a tape listing, 
library lists, a monthly newsletter 
(The Illustrated Press), a semi
annual magazine (Memories), and 
various special items. Additional 
family members living in the same 
household as a regular member may 
join the club for $3.00 per yeai-. 
These members have all the privi
leges of regular members but do 
not receive the publications. A 
junior membership is available to 
persons J5 years of age or younger 
who do not live in the household 
of a regular member. This member
ship is $7.50 per year and includes 
all the benefits of a regular mem
bership. Regular membership dues 
are as follows: if you join in Jan. 
dues are $13.00 for the year: Feb., 
$14.00; March $13.00: April $12.00; 
May $11.00; June $10.00; July $9.00; 
Aug. $8.00; Sept. $7.00: Oct. $6.00; 
Nov. $5.00; and Dec. $4.00. The 
numbers after your name on the 
address label are the month and 
year your renewal is due. Reminder 
notes will be sent. Your renewal 
should be sent in as soon as possi
ble to avoid missing issues. Please 
be certain to notify us if you 
change your address. 

THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS is the monthly 
newsletter of The Old Time Radio Club 
headquartered in Buffalo, N.Y. Con
tents except where noted, are copy
right 5 1982 by the OTRC. All rights 
are hereby assigned to the contribu
tors. Editor: Richard A. Olday; 
Assistant Editor: Jerry Collins; 
Production Assistance: Arlene Olday: 
Production Manager: Millie Dunworth: 
Graphic Coordinator: Corb Besco. Pub
lished since 1975. Printed in U.S.A. 

CLUB ADDRESSES:P1ease use the cor
rect address for the business you 
have in mind. Return library ma
terials to the library addresses. 

CLUB DUES:Dom Parisi
 
38 Ardmore Place
 
Buffalo1New York 14213
 
(716) 8tl4-2004 

ILLUSTRATED PRESS (letters,columns, 
etc.> & OTHER CLUB BUSINES~: 

Richard Olday 
100 Harvey Drive 
Lancaster,N.Y. 14086 
(716) 684-1604 

REFERENCE LIBRARY: Pete Bellanca 
1620 Ferry Road 
Grand Island,N.Y. 

14072 
(716) 773-2485 

TAPE LIBRARY & BACK ISSUE DEPT.: 

Ken Krug 
49 Regal
Depew, N.Y. 14043 
(7J I)) 684-5290 

BACK ISSUES: All MEMORIES and IPs 
are $1.00 each, postpaid. Out of 
print issues may be borrowed from 
the reference library. 

The Old Time Radio Club meets 
the second Monday of the month 
(September through June) at 393 
George Urban Boulevard, Cheektowaga, 
New York. Anyone interested in the 
"Golden Age of Radio" is welcome to 
attend and observe or participate. 
Meeting starts at 7: 3U p.'r.. 

DEADLINE FOR IP #67 - March 8
 
#68 - April 12
 
#69 - May 10
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
ADVERTISING RATES FOR MEMORIES 

25 . 0 0 for a full page
 
15·00 for a half page


8.00 for a quarter page1
SPECIAL;	 OTR Club members may ta~e 

~ off these rates. 
Spring Issue Deadline - March 15th 
Fall Issue Deadline - September 15th 
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THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED TO JIM SNYDER IN RECOG
 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OLD TIME 

RATING 

OTR 
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-<~~~ 
JIM SNYDER,I 

RADIO CLUB: 

THE 

DEALE 

It seems to be mOre or less 
expected of me to write a column 
each year in which I evaluate 
dealers of OTR tapes, so here we 
go again. In the past it has been 
my practice to use reel tapes, which 
are what I collect, but it has 
occurred to me that probably there 
are more collectors of cassettes 
than reels, so this time around we 
are devoting our entire effort to 
dealers of cassettes. Unless noted, 
the dealers handle nothing but 
cassettes. My purchases, unless 
otherwise stated, were of 60 minute 
cassettes; in other words one thirty 
minute show on each side, or one 
sixty minute show s-pl I t in the 
middle. I noted that most of these 
shows have commericals missing, 
probably so they will fit on cass
ettes which don't usually seem to 
run the advertised time. I have 
donated all the tapes I received to 
the club lending library. As usual, 
some warnings: my evaluation is 
based on a limited number of pur
chases (usually three cassettes) 
from each dealer, and my experience 
and what I receive mayor may not 
be representative of the total oper
ation. Secondly, there is a time 
lapse of six months from when I first 
request catalogs to when you read 
this, so price information for cata
logs and/or tapes may no longer be 
accurate. Sending them a stamped 
self-addressed envelope should bring 
you current information. Because of 
a couple of delays, I experienced, I 
wish to point out that Federal law 
states, "If the seller can't ship in 
a stated time or within 30 days he 
must notify you of the delay, and 
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THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED TO JIM SNYDER IN RECOGNITION OF HIS OUTSTANDING 
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It seems to be more or less 
expected of me to write a column 
each year in which I evaluate 
dealers of OTR tapes, so here we 
go again. In the past it has been 
my practice to use reel tapes, which 
are what I collect, but it has 
occurred to me that probably there 
are more collectors of cassettes 
than reels, so this time around we 
are devoting our entire effort to 
dealers of cassettes. Unless noted, 
the dealers handle nothing but 
cassettes. My purchases, unless 
otherwise stated, were of 60 minute 
cassettes; in other words one thirty
minute show on each side, or one 
sixty minute show split in the 
middle. I noted that most of these 
shows have commeri?als missing,
probably so they w~ll fit on cass
ettes which don't usually seem to 
run the advertised time. I have 
donated all the tapes I received to 
the club lending library. As usual 
some warnings, my evaluation is ' 
based on a limited number of pur
chases (usually three cassettes) 
from each dealer, and my experience 
and what I receive mayor may not 
be. representative of the total oper
at~on. Secondly, there is a time 
lapse of six months from when I first 
request catalogs to when you read 
this, so price information for cata
logs and/or tapes may no longer be 
accurate. Sending them a stamped 
self-addressed envelope should bring 
you current information. Because of 
a couple of delays, I experienced I 
wish to point out that Federal la~ 
states, "If the seller can't ship in 
a stated time or within 30 days he 
must notify you of the delay, and 

THE 

DEALERS •••• 
give you a free means to reply." As 
in the past, the first draft of my 
comments has been sent to each 
dealer and they have been invited to 
reply. The replies follow my column. 

About a year ago, Futurewave, 
P.O. Box 1105, Banning, California 
92220, offered to send their catalog 
for $3.00. My request to them was 
returned by the Post Office marked 
"Not Deliverable." I have been told 
they are still in business, but 
apparently the Post Office doesn't 
know where. Perhaps SOme of you can 
fill us in. 

Nostalgic Radio Company, P.O. 
Box 16365, St. Louis, Mo. 63125 
advertises a free catalog, in an ad 
in the Saturday Evening Post. It is 
a brief "sampler catalog" with the 
statement that a complete catalog 
will be sent with the first order. 
The complete catalog is probably the 
largest cassette catalog I have seen. 
Both catalogs and tapes were shipped 
very promptly, each arriving in a 
much shorter span of time than any 
of the other dealers being reviewed 
here. Price for a pre-set tape 
(you take both offerings without 
choice) is $5.00 per hour, plus a 
shipping charge. There was no label 
to identify the tape brand. I rated 
the sound on the cassettes from "good" 
to "very good/good." There were some 
sound problems. Two of the four tapes 
had cross-talk, from the source tape 
I suppose, and one 60 minute show 
was cut at the end of side one so 
that part of the dialog was missing.

Both catalog and tapes were 
shipped promptly by Charlie Garant, 
Box 331, Greeneville, Tennessee 37743. 
To receive the catalog you must send 
two first class stamps. This is a 
custom taping operation where you
pick which two shows you want on 
each tape. They offer both reels 
and cassettes for a price of $3.00 
per hour, plus a shipping charge. 
The catalog gives a sound rating for 
each show, but with one exception 
which I found correct, I felt that 
each show I received was graded ex
actly one grade too high. The sound 
on the shows I received ranged from 
"very good" to "good minus." There 
were again some problems. One Show 
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had cross-talk and drop-outs, and 
two shows had very abrupt endings, 
although the stories were complete.
The only brand identification on 
the tapes was a stamped label saying
they were made in Mexico. 

JELD Old Time Radio. P.O. Box 
41624, Chicago. Illinois 60641 also 
advertised in the Saturday Evening 
Post. Their catalog. which costs 
~O, arrived in three weeks and 
the tapes in two. Shows are rather 
hard to identify since very few 
are dated, and in a series like 
Suspense, where the same title was 
often used several times, it is 
difficult to figure out if it is a 
show you already have or not. This 
is also custom taping, with you
picking which two shows you want on 
each tape, at a price of $6.00 per 
hour, plus shipping. They used 
K-Mart tape, one of which jammed
and required considerable patience 
getting it working again. The in
troduction to the catalog states 
that the sound of all shows would be 
good to excellent. That was not 
true of the shows I received. I 
personally rated one show as "good," 
four as "good-minus." and one as 
"poor" . 

I did not request a copy of 
the catalog of American Radio Nos
talgia, 688 Sunrise Highway, West 
Babylon, New York 11704; it was one 
of two companies that sent me their 
catalogs by direct mail. I suppose 
they bought mailing lists from one 
of the OTR clubs or publications. 
Because of this I assume their cat
alog is free. While not very long, 
the catalog is complete in that 
dates or other identifying informa
tion is included for each show. 
Here again you must take a complete 
tape, with an hour's worth of pre
determined shows; no custom taping.
There is no identification of the 
tape brand used. My request came 
in about three weeks. Price is 
$5.95 for a one hour tape, and there 
is a pretty hefty shipping charge.
There are no sound ratings, but what 
I received ranged from "good" to 
"very good" sound. 

A brief sampler catalog cost 
~ifty cents from Radioland Annex, 
P.O. Box 18402, Irvine California 
92713. They enclosed a letter 
saying that the complete catalog 
was $3.00, but~t it would be sent 
free if I ordered three tapes. I 
did so, but they did not send the 
catalog. Both the sampler catalog 
and the tapes took about three 
weeks. Again each tape is preset 
as to what is on it; no individual 
selections. The tape brand is not 
identified. Price is $4.00 for an 
hour long cassette, plus a shipping 

~ 

charge. The catalog identifies shows 
by date in most cases. The sound 
quality ranged from "good-plus" to 
"excellent". Considering some of 
the shows I ordered, the sound was 
probably the absolute best available 
in these series. Quality appeared 
to be a keynote here. 

Cassette Library Center, P.O. 
Box 5328, Baltimore, Maryland 21209, 
advertised their free catalog in the 
Saturday Evening Post. The catalog 
came in a little less than two weeks, 
and the tapes in a little over two 
weeks. A note acknowledging my order 
arrived a couple days before the 
cassettes. Most dates are missing 
from the list of shows, but it is a 
custom operation where you pick 
which two shows you want on your 
cassette. They do have some unusual 
offerings, such as a record~ng of a 
Ku Klux Klan meeting. Price is $4.00 
per hour and there is no shipping 
charge. The programs I received 
ran from "poor" to "excellent". A 
number of the programs contain serious 
flaws, and at least one should never 
have been sold. One program had the 
opening partly cut in the recording 
of my cassette, because not enough
attention was paid to the length of 
the "leader", The brand of tape was 
not identifiable. 

Another Saturday Evening Post 
advertiser was Vintage Radio, 10911 
Cactus. Dallas, Texas 75238. Their 
brief catalog is $1.00. Their cata
log took a little less than two weeks 
to arrive. and tapes about three 
weeks. Most of the shows are dated, 
although one Suspense show I ordered 
was incorrectly dated. It was not 
the show I wanted. You ge~ to pick 
which two shows you want on a cass
ette at a price of $3.50 per hour, 
plus a shipping charge. I couldn't 
identify the brand of tape. Of the 
six shows I ordered, two were "good", 
two "very-good". and two were t1 ex _ 
cellent". One of the shows I rated 
good had some "waver" in it and the 
end was cut by the tape running out. 

Because of his Saturday Evening 
Post ad, I planned to discuss the 
operation of Carl Froelich, Route I, 
Box 158, New Freedom, Pa. 17349, in 
my August 1978 column on dealers. I 
don't know when I requested his cat
alog, but certainly early enough to 
give me time to order tapes from him 
for that issue. When the catalog 
finally arrived (after that issue of 
the IP was already out), there was a 
form letter apologizing for the delay, 
and inclUding a discount coupon for 
$4.00. Unfortunately the coupon ex
pired on August 31, and the pos~ark 

on the envelope was September 3. 
Froelich then slipped my mind until 

. I went through the Post ads for this 
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column. This time it took a little 
over five weeks, and two requests, 
to get the catalog, which is free, 
Since it is free, there was no vio
lation of the law stated in my open
ing paragraph. The cassettes them
selves arrived in a little less than 
two weeks. His set up is a little 
different than the others. He also 
sells reels, and to get this cass
ettes you must take an entire reel 
(three hours) on two 90 minute 
cassettes. This means that one pro
gra~ on each tape, will be broken 
in the iiddle. The price is $13.95 
for the two cassettes (three hours 
at $4.65 an hour), and there is no 
shipping charge. The tape used was 
Maxell. I rated the sound on all 
six shows I received as "good", but 
since I could only take one of his 
complete reels I was not able to 
take a random sampling through the 
catalog, as I did with the other 
dealers. 

I received the catalog of 
Metacom, 1401-B West River Road North, 
Minneapolis Minnesota 55411, directly 
through the mail, without my re
questing it, so I assume it is free. 
To avoid federal requirements, Meta
com says in their catalog to "allow 
4-6 weeks" for delivery. Their tapes 
arrived seven weeks after my order, 
exactly six weeks after they de
posited my check. Obviously they
didn't operate within their own 
deadline. I cannot identify the 
tape brand, and Metacom, along with 
Sherwood House (the next dealer in 
this review) were the only ones, of 
the twelve I am reviewing here, that 
did not put their cassettes in 
plastic storage boxes. They also 
issue only thirty minute cassettes, 
with half of a 30 minute program on 
one side, and the other half on side 
two, with an unnecessary and dis
rupting statement that the show 
continues on the backside. Generally 
I rated the shows as "good", but one 
reel had a great deal of volume flU¥ 
another had much distortion, and one 
30 minute show was only 15 minutes 
long, with a seven minute excerpt 
from the "Golden Days of Radio" on 
the back. The price I paid was $5.96 
plus shipping for two thirty minute 
cassettes, but I have since received 
a new catalog raising that price to 
$7.95 plus shipping.

Sherwood House, 5909 Woodview, 
Sherwood, Arkansas 72116 advertises 
their free catalog in several publi 
cations, and also has lists of shows 
available in several of those little 
direct mail household catalogs that 
come to your house from time to time. 
Their catalog turned out to be a 
photostat of the Metacom (the dealer 
just reviewed) catalog, and their 
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charge. The catalog identifies shows 
by date in most cases. The sound 
quali ty ranged from "good-plus" to 
"excellent". Considering some of 
the shows I ordered, the sound was 
probably the absolute best available 
in these series. Quality appeared 
to be a keynote here. 

Cassette Library Center, P.O. 
Box 5328, Baltimore, Maryland ~1209, 
advertised their free catalog 1n the 
Saturday Evening Post. The catalog 
came in a little less than two weeks, 
and the tapes in a little over two 
weeks. A note acknowledging my order 
arrived a couple days before.th; 
cassettes. Most dates are m1ss1ng
from the list of shows, but it is a 
custom operation where you pick 
which two shows you want on your 
cassette. They do have some unusual 
offerings, such as a record~ng of a 
Ku Klux Klan meeti~. Price is $4.00 
per hour and there 1S no shipping 
charge. The programs I received 
ran from "poor ll to "excellent". A 
number of the programs contain serious 
flaws, and at least one should never 
have been sold. One program had the 
opening partly cut in the recording 
of my cassette, because not enough 
attention was paid to the length of 
the "leader". The brand of tape was 
not identifiable. 

Another Saturday Evening Post 
advertiser was V1ntage Radio, 10911 
Cactus, Dallas, Texas 75238. Their 
brief catalog is $1.00. Their cata
log took a little less than two weeks 
to arrive, and tapes about three 
weeks. Most of the shows are dated, 
although one Suspense show I ordered 
was incorrectly dated. It was not 
the show I wanted. You ge~ to pick 
which two shows you want on a cass
ette at a price of $3.50 per hour, 
plus a shipping charge. I couldn't 
identify the brand of tape. Of the 
six shows I ordered, two were "good", 
two "very-good", and two were "ex
cellent". One of the shows I rated 
good had some "waver" in it and the 
end was cut by the tape running out. 

Because of his Saturday Evening 
Post ad, I planned to discuss the 
operation of Carl Froelich, Route I, 
Box 158, New Freedom, Pa. 17349, in 
my August 1978 column on deal;rs. I 
don't know when I requested h1s cat
alog, but certainly early enough t? 
give me time to order tapes from h1m 
for that issue. When the catalog 
finally arrived (after that issue of 
the IP was already out), there was a 
form letter apologizing for the delay, 
and inclUding a discount coupon for 
$4.00. Unfortunately the coupon ex
pired on August J1, and the postmark 
on the envelope was Septem~er J. . 
Froelich then slipped my m1nd unt1+ 

. I went through the Post ads for th1s 
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column. This time it took a little 
over five weeks, and two requests, 
to get the catalog, which is fre~. 
Since it is free, there was no V10
lation of the law stated in my open
ing paragraph. The cassettes them
selves arrived in a little less than 
two weeks. His set up is a little 
different than the others. He also 
sells reels, and to get this cass
ettes you must take an entire reel 
(three hours) on two 90 minute 
cassettes. This means that one pro
gra~ on each tape, will be.broken 
in the iiddle. The price 1S $13.95 
for the two cassettes (three hours 
at $4.65 an hour), and there is no 
shipping charge. The tape used was 
Maxell. I rated the sound on all 
six shows I received as "good", but 
since I could only take one of his 
complete reels I was not able to 
take a random sampling through the 
catalog, as I did with the other 
dealers. 

I received the catalog of 
Metacom, 1401-B West River Roa~ North, 
Minneapolis Minnesota 55411, d1rectly 
through the mail .without.my.re
questing it, so I ass~e 1t 1S free. 
To avoid federal requ1rements, Meta
com says in their catalog to "allow 
4-6 weeks" for delivery. Their tapes 
arrived seven weeks after my order, 
exactly six weeks afte: they de
posited my check. Obv10usly they
didn't operate within their own 
deadline. I cannot identify the. 
tape brand, and Metacom, along w7thSherwood House (the next dealer 1n 
this review) were the only ones, of 
the twelve I am reviewing here, that 
did not put their cassettes in 
plastic stora~e box~s. They also 
issue only th1rty m1nute cassettes, 
with half of a JO minute program ?n 
one side, and the other half o~ s1de 
two, with an unnecessary and d1S
rupting statement that. the show 
continues on the backs1de. Generally 
I rated the shows as "good", but one 
reel had a great deal of volume fl~ 

another had much distortion,.and one 
30 minute show was only 15 m1nutes 
long with a seven minute excerpt 
from'the "Golden Days of Radio" on 
the back. The price I paid was $5.96 
plus shipping for two thirty minute 
cassettes, but I have since r:ceived 
a new catalog raising that pr1ce to 
$7.95 plus shipping. . 

Sherwood House, 5909 Woodv1ew, 
Sherwood Arkansas 72116 advertises 
their fr~e catalog in several publi
cations, and also has lists of shows 
available in several of those little 
direct mail household catalogs that 
come to your house from time to time. 
Their catalog turned out to be a 
photostat of the Metacom (the dealer 
just reviewed) catalog, and their 
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tapes come from Metacom. Because of 
this I only ordered two tapes (one 
hour). Since the tapes were produced 
by Metacom my comments are the same. 
The price was $1.00 higher per cass
ette ($2.00 higher per hour), but 
instead of seven weeks delivery, it 
took only two weeks for the tapes 
to reach me. Higher price, but 
quicker delivery for the same cass
ettes. 

Hello Again Radio, P.O.Box 6175, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206, advertises 
their catalog and a one hour Fibber 
McGee and Molly tape for $3.00. A 
month after sending in the required 
amount I sent a follow-upJletter
asking about my request. A couple 
of weeks later I received the cassette 
along with a note of apology saying 
that the catalog Would be sent as 
soon as it came back "from the 
printer." It is my understanding
that the owner of Hello Again Radio 
is a printer. As I write this, it 
is now more than three months since 
my original request and I still don't 
have the catalog. So, I am still 
waiting for the completion of my . 
original order, and I can only reV1ew 
the programs (since I haven't seen 
the catalog I can't comment on how 
many there are or say anything about 
the listing) that were on the one 
Fibber McGee tape. Once again there 
was no identification of the brand 
of tape used. I personally rated 
each show as "good." I wish there 
was more I could say, but to meet 
deadline I cannot delay this any 
longer. By the way, they have con
tinued to run their magazine ad, 
even though they still can't fulfill 
requests. 

The Buffalo News/Sunday. January 3, 1982 

~:Sorry, Wrong Number 
. wASHlNG1'ON (UPI) - Bn>ad .. ay 
producer Arthur Cantor bad a Uttle 
trouble calling the W1IIIe_ to aee 
U the president and Mn. Reagan 
migbt be interested in invtlitlg singer 
Arthur Tracy to an affair at the 
esfCUtlve mansion. 

Mr. Tracy is radio's longtime 
"Street Singe<," whose reconItng 01 
the title oong from the ffim "PennIes 
From Heaven" Iaproving a big aeller. 

Mr. Cantor aaid alter bis secretary 
connected him to the White House, he 
launched a sales talk with its social 
secretary, Judy BerkOwll<. 

....severaJ mlnutea later Ms. Berko
'trI12 interropted him to ask if he bad 
:l5e wrongnumber. 
- '''Isn't thIa the WblIe H....?" Mr. 
'OInt« asked. 
". "Yes," was the 81'1SWl!1", "1be 
'.Ie H.... NursItIg Home in Soutb 
~,N.J." 
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AND THE DEALERS REPLY: 
American Radio Nostalgia, Division 
of the American Society of Radio 
Nostalgia Inc., 688 Sunrise Highway, 
West Babylon, N.Y. 11704 
Dear Mr. Snyder, We want to take 
this opportunity to thank you for 
your very positive commentary about 
our products. Our special catalog 
is offered without charge and on the 
order blank we have provided space 
for all customers to indicate the 
special areas of interest they have. 
Our archives contain over 20,000 
hours of radio nostalgia and we do 
provide "custom tapes" on request. 

We order our tape from a custom 
tape broker who provides our corpo
ration with the finest tape avail 
able at competitive prices. 

A~erican Radio Nostalgia ships 
all its orders wi thin 15 days per 
our catalog. We received your order 
on 9/23/81 and shipped it to you on 
10/2/81 far in advance of our 15 day 
advertised reply time. We ship our 
tapes in a special protective tape
box and provide additional shipping
protection for the tape by using a 
custom designed "bubble" shipping 
bag to prevent damage to the tape. 
We ship our orders by 1st class mail. 
The cost we incur to ship our tapes 
exceeds our actual costs. Postage 
and transport to the post office is 
also an added cost factor. However, 
we spare no cost in order to provide 
quality tapes to our customers even 
if it means we must absorb an extra 
cost in this area of operation. 

We have excellent technicians 
that are dedicated to providing our 
customers with the very best in nos
talgia on tape. We look forward to 
serving the radio nostalgia needs of 
the readers of your pUblication.
Sincerely, The Staff 

Steve Kelez's Radioland Annex, 
P.O. Box 18402, Irvine, California 
92713 Dear James, Nice to hear 
from you, though it was in an un
expected way. I appreciate the 
advance notice of your review. There 
are a lot of columnists who wouldn't 
bother with this courtesy. Actually, 
reading your comments there's nothing 
to complain about, other than a 
slight misunderstanding. 

Here's the catalog you neg
lected to ask for when you ordered 
the three tapes in September. I'm 
enclosing a xerox of your order 
form, and you can see that you did 
not request the catalog. Also, after 
receiving your order all you had I 

to do was request the catalog and it 
would have been sent. The reason 
I did not automatically inClude the 

catalog with the order was I do not
 
keep records of catalog requests,
 
only tape orders. Unfortunately I
 
do not ~sess a memory capable of
 
recalling customers who do not have
 
catalogs. Oh, by the way, I don't
 
know where the 50¢ for a catalog
 
came from, as I haven't advertised
 
that price for about two years now.
 

I was surprised that you men

tioned it took about 3 weeks for you
 
to get the supplement I initially
 
sent you, I mailed that out the day
 
after I received your letter. As for
 
the order, Special 4th Class takes
 
up 95% of the 3 weeks.
 

Yes, "quality is a keynote" of
 
my philosophy. I first look for the
 
best audio copies I can find, then
 
do a lot of filtering when making my
 
master tape. On some shows, you
 
can sure tell the difference: And
 
when I do find an upgraded copy of
 
a show, I will rerecord a customer's
 
copy for free. This is explained a
 
little more fUlly in the catalog.
 

Thank you for this opportunity
 
to reply to your comments. I'd be
 
interested in seeing a copy of your
 
publication and infor on the club.
 
Good luck. Sincerely, Steven Kelez
 

Vintage Radio, 10911 Cactus, 
Dallas, Texas 75238. Catalog is 
sent the day it is received most of 
the time and tapes should not take 
over 2 weeks at longest to get to 
person who ordered them. My records 
indicate #12-Suspense Theater is 
titled "Dead Ernst" and is dated 
8/8/46. My records indicate that 
is correct date. If that was not 
the ltlow you ordered return it and 
I will retape the show you choose, 
but my records indicate that was 
the show ordered. Tape not identi 
fied but is good quality low noise 
tape and I pride myself in the qual
ity of the sound on my tapes, but 
some tapes have some surface noise 
which cannot be eliminated completely.
Sam McClune 

Carl Froelich, Jr., Route I, 
Box 158, New Freedom, Pa. 17349 
Dear Mr. Snyder: Following is my 
rebuttal to the portion of the arti 
cle that concerns me: Back in 1978, 
my OTR tape sales were increasing 
rapidly, and the business was suffer
ing growing pains. At that time, I 
just couldn't handle the business 
as it continued to expand. Since 
then I have hired a highly competent 
staff and modernized and expanded 
my taping equipment. Tape orders 
and catalog requests are now shipped 
promptly. It isn't fair to say that 
it took five weeks to receive our 

February, 1982 
catalog, when it isn't mentioned
 
when the second request was sent.
 
It is obvious to us that we did
 
not receive Mr. Snyder's first
 
request. Almost always, catalog
 
requests are received one day, and
 
mailed the following morning. In

cidentally, programs without
 
commercials run 25 minutes instead
 
of 30 minutes. In many cases,
 
this allows us to include a seventh
 
half-hour program at no extra cost.
 
To receive our free catalog, it is
 
not necessary to send a stamped
 
self-address envelope. Sincerely,
 
Carl Froelich
 

Metacom, Inc. 1401-B West 
River Road No., Mpls., Minn., 55411 
Good Morning James: Thanks for the 
opportunity to offer a rebuttal to 
your upcoming editorial. As you 
can see, I choose not to argue the 
facts but instead offered the readers 
a focus on old radio. 

In advance I thank you for the
 
space. A copy would be appreciated
 
if allowable. Best regards, James
 
I. McCann, President 

Hello Again, Radio, P.O.Box 6174 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 Dear Mr. 
Snyder: In answer to the article 
that you will be printing about us, 
I would like to say the following. 

Hello Again Radio is a part 
time hobby venture which is opera
ted by Mr. Robert Burchett and Mr. 
Herb Brandenburg. Accordingly, our 
ad states one hour Fibber McGee and 
MRlly tape for $3.00 and ? ~~~~ --+ 

alog. Nowhere in the ad , 
state we are charging for 
log. However, our apolog: 
and all for them not rece: 
free catalog as was state. 
ad. As you well know, or 
don't know, the time and: 
in putting together a ca ts 
the one we will be sendi~ 
a great task to be doing ( 
time basis. You are well 
none of the checks that WE 
to us were cashed, BUT thE 
shows were mailed out any¥

Your note stated tha1 
alog has not come back frc 
printer is correct. You a 
correct in stating that or 
participants in Hello Agai 
is a printer. While we ar 
SUbject, the other owner c 
Again Radio owns a profess 
studio. We do work most 0 

during business hours 7 da 
since we are the owners, b 
find time to pursue 'our ~ 
try to keep the cost of s 
Old Time Radio with other 
Beleive me, if we were t 
this on a full time basis 
of the Old Time Radio deal 
would be selling them for 
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catalog with the order waS I do not 
keep records of catalog requests,
only tape orders. Unfortunately I 
do not possess a memory capable of 
recalling customers who do not have 
catalogs. Oh, by the way. I don't 
know where the 50¢ for a catalog 
came from, as I haven't advertised 
that price for about two years now. 

I was surprised that you men
tioned it took about 3 weeks for you 
to get the supplement I initially 
sent you. I mailed that out the day 
after I received your letter. As for 
the order, Special 4th Class takes 
up 95% of the 3 weeks. 

Yes, "quality is a keynote" of 
my philosophy. I first look for the 
best audio copies I can find, then 
do a lot of filtering when making my 
master tape. On some shows, you 
can sure tell the difference: And 
when I do find an upgraded copy of 
a show, I will rerecord a customer's 
copy for free. This is explained a 
little more fullY in the catalog. 

Thank you for this opportunity
 
to reply to your comments. I'd be
 
interested in seeing a copy of your
 
publication and infor on the club.
 
Good luck. Sincerely, Steven Kelez
 

Vintage Radio, 10911 Cactus, 
Dallas, Texas 75238. Catalog is 
sent the day it is received most of 
the time and tapes should not take 
over 2 weeks at longest to get to 
person who ordered them. My records 
indicate #12-Suspense Theater is 
titled "Dead Ernst" and is dated 
8/8/46. My records indicate that 
is correct date. If that was not 
the Show you ordered return it and 
I will retape the show you choose, 
but my records indicate that was 
the show ordered. Tape not identi 
fied but is good quality low noise 
tape and I pride myself in the qual
ity of the sound on my tapes, but 
some tapes have some surface noise 
which cannot be eliminated completely. 
Sam McClune 

Carl Froelich, Jr., Route 1, 
Box 158, New Freedom, Pa. 17349 
Dear Mr. Snyder. Following is my 
rebuttal to the portion of the arti 
cle that concerns me. Back in 1978, 
my OTR tape sales were increasing 
rapidly, and the business was suffer
ing growing pains. At that time, I 
just couldn't handle the business
 
as it continued to expand. Since
 
then I have hired a highly competent
 
staff and modernized and expanded
 
my taping equipment. Tape orders
 
and catalog requests are now shipped
 
promptly. It isn't fair to say that
 
it took five weeks to receive our
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catalog, when it isn't mentioned 
when the second request was sent. 
It is obvious to us that we did 
not receive Mr. Snyder's first 
request. Almost always, catalog 
requests are received one day, and 
mailed the following morning. In
cidentally, programs without 
commercials run 25 minutes instead 
of 30 minutes. In many cases, 
this allows us to include a seventh 
half-hour program at no extra cost. 
To receive our free catalog, it is 
not necessary to send a stamped 
self-address envelope. Sincerely, 
Carl Froelich 

Metacom, Inc. 1401-B West 
River Road No., Mpls., Minn., 55411 
Good Morning James: Thanks for the 
opportunity to offer a rebuttal to 
your upcoming editorial. As you 
can see, I choose not to argue the 
facts but instead offered the readers 
a focus on old radio. 

In advance I thank you for the 
space. A copy would be appreciated 
if allowable. Best regards, James 
I. McCann, President 

Hello Again, Radio, P.O.Box 617~ 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 Dear Mr. 
Snyder. In answer to the article 
that you will be printing about us, 
I would like to say the following. 

Hello Again Radio is a part-
time hobby venture which is opera
ted by Mr. Robert BurChett and Mr. 
Herb Brandenburg. Accordingly, our 
ad states one hour Fibber McGee and 
M~lly tape for $3.00 and a free cat
alog. Nowhere in the ad does it 
state we are charging for the cata
log. However. our apologies to any 
and all for them not receiving their 
free catalog as was stated in the 
ad. As you well know, or maybe you 
don't know, the time and involvement 
in putting together a catalog like 
the one we will be sending out is 
a great task to be doing on a part-
time basis. You are well aware that 
none of the checks that were sent 
to us were cashed, BUT the radio 
shows were mailed out anyway. 

Your note stated that the cat
alog has not come back from the 
printer is correct. You are also 
correct in stating that one of the 
participants in Hello Again Radio 
is a printer. While we are on the 
subject, the other owner of Hello 
Again Radio owns a professional art 
studio. We do work most of the time 
during business hours 7 days a week 
since we are the owners, but still 
find time to pursue 'our hobby and 
try to keep the cost of sharing 
Old Time Radio with others minimal. 
Beleive me, if we were trying to do
this on a full time basis like most 
of the Old Time Radio dealers we 

would be selling them for $6 and $7 

each per hour. So I hope you will 
be a little understanding. Since we 
get so much enjoyment from the shows 
on cassettes, our main interest is 
to share the hobby with as many
people as we can, not looking for 
a lot of monetary gain from our end. 
It is not our ultimate goal to take 
anybody's money under false pretense. 

Our catalog of some 1000 shows 
is now in the hands of a professional 
typesetter. It will then go to the 
Art Studio for a complete layout 
and then sent back to the printer 
for printing, collating, stapling, 
and ultimately the mailing. 

In regard to the tape used 
as you say in your editorial, there 
was no identification of the tape 
used. Let me point out that we do 
use Capitol Magnetic tape products 
purchased in bulk pancakes, loaded 
professionally by us on King Semi-
Automatic Loaders into one of the 
finest cassette housings on the mar
ket today with a 2/10 of 1% rejec
tion rate. Might I add we also own 
this company too. AS far as the 
tape duplication goes, we duplicate 
on $7000 worth of Pentagon High
speed tape duplicating equipment, 
which we are dealers for. Might I 
add that if most dealers sent their 
shows CU~ as fast as we do, there 
probably would not be a need for any
editorial mentions at all. Again, 
we are not looking towards making 
enough money off of Old Time Radio 
shows to retire. Our sole purpose
is toShare this lost art with as 
many people as possible on an 
economical basis. 

In additon to us both working 
seven days a week, Mr. Burchett is 
the staff artist for Collectors 
Corner/Nostalgia Warehouse magazine.
and lays each issue out in a pro
fessional manner, and I being the 
printer devote some 10 hours of my
time in the printing, collating, 
stapling, cutting, and ultimate 
mailing of the magazine, which I 
might add is one of the leading 
publications of the Old Time Radio 
hobby, and I give a lot of credit 
to Joe Webb and Bob Burnham, editors 
of this fine pUblication. 

We have also taken on the task 
of laying out and printing an inter
mediate magazine to the Collector's 
Corner, called Radio Currents. In 
addition to that, I just finished 
printing Mr. Burnham's Old Time 
Radio catalog. 

I trust you will not jUdge us 
too harshly. We are a great bunch 
of buys trying to keep this wonderful 

. f .
hobby al~ve or generat~ons to come. 
Respectfully, Robert Burchett and 
Herb Brandenburg.
P.S. We have also been very active 
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Prolles 
"The Midnight 
Murder Case" 

AT 8:00 

MR. 
CHAMELEON 

KARL SWENSON 
Plays The 
Title Role 

Flease send comments to: 

"",eS L. Snyder 
l~ ~orth ~amilton Street 
agi~aw, ~ichigan 48602 

*~~****** 

Raoo dramas depended heavily 
en t-e network s Scone Effects 
Department In aocmco 10 re

corded sounds played oac« from one
nograof'l records u-e CBS crew used 
some real oev.ces such as a cash regis
ter (mladlel and a coor (ngt'l) and some 
Ingenious sccno-askes. InCluding an au

-I romocne tire ready [0 be cranked (Inset) 
behind which IS a piece ot sheet metal 
which was drummed to produce r-un. 
oer In trus picture, taken In 1935, the 
head of the department, Walter Pierson, 
appears third lrom the leu. 

THAI'S THE WAY IT WAS 

Page Eight 
ie1 the s t a r t i ng of the Cincinnati 
C~d ~i~e ~adio Club, which meets 
every thr?e weeks in the back of 
the Fri~: Shop, and boasts a healthy 
nine ~eniber participation. 
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a great comic cbaracter 
by blm8e1l .. just a ' 
player," died <ta beart 
64 Tuesday In St. J.-pb
ceutel'. 

The perfonner had l!II_ 
boIpltal Sunday alter suI!. 
acute beart attack. He , 
second I!J,&IISive attacll: 
Dlgbt. 

HANSCONIBD 
5-..I.Shak_" 

Hans Conreid, Comic Ac 
Stage and TV, Dies Afte" 

1982 

AFT£R 'I\IIIU.~ Allt.TT£R5C:lMlS 
DeATt1, R£t9611!"9 RCllf: Wto9 TN<eN OVER 8y 
'TQNY ftANQllLL,WHO LAT~ STARRED IN 
TfL..r;>;I5&QN'S 000 CouPLE. 

CMLTCN f. MORSE PMOtUCf:O ~M6N3 RlAAIL Y . 
IN AOClTION 1'0 r L~ A MYSr~Ry. IN FACT, 
THI! AC'T'ClRS W'HO CRl6INAU.'" PLAYED F¥rUI.., 
CLIFF AND NICKY IN ......QRst:'S FAMIL,... 
PLA"l1!D JACK, DOC AND Rf561lE. 

1 LCNE A Mr$r/!'RY AtlAT"fD THE AO.IeNTU~ OF 
THREE FREEeOOr!:RS WHO ROAMED rae 
WORLD SOLVING CRIMES. EACH HAD A 
SPECIALTY ••. ,JACK t-4AOAN ANALYTICAL 
eRAIN, DOC COULD PICK CQo'lI\.Pl.ICATED 
LOCKS AND AE66If .......5 fXTRf"MIELY' STR0N6.
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Hans Conreid, Comic Actor of Screen,
 
Stage and TV, Dies After Heart Attack
 

By IIOlAID WEST a great comic cbaracter actor but 
LA. nlMtl·Woahin.rtoll flNt by blmaell as just a "proV1Dcial 

BURBANK, Calif. - Hans player," dled 01 a heart ailment at 
ConreId, regarded by t!lecritics as Sf ~y In St. J<&!pb Medical 

CeDter. 

The per10rmer had entered the 
MopItal SUnday alter suffering an 
acute beart attack. He suffered a 
second massive attack Monday
nJsbt. 

He was probably best known for
bill _ appearances - as 
Ullcle TClDOOOe 011 the old Danny
Thomas _ and, before that, 
_ he swapped llDl!Cdoles with 
comedian Jack Pur on the "To
nJsbt" abDw. He was also the voice 
01 llIddeIey WbIp1U1lon "The Bull

.wIDIrIe Sbow" cartooDIl, one of his 
lIeVf!<lll special cartoon speaking 
roles. 

During his 46-year career he ap
peared on radio and television. in 
motion pictures and on the stage. 
but per10rming before live audi-

Buffalo Evening News/Wednesday, January 6, 1982 
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ences In out-<Jl-tbe-WaY p1aces .... 
what be enjoyed _. 

"I started out to be a Shak_· 
roan actor, but tIlere was rMIly po 
market for ~ acton," 
he once told an 1DtervIewer. 

He bad been a regular 011 sncb 
radio _ as "The Great GIldor
sleeve," "My ,FI1ead 1I'ma" and 
"we With LuIgI." He tlrelella1y
toured In IDIIDJDeI' _ ~ 

roles In sncb llIms as "BIg Jlm 
McClatn/' ..Peter Pan." "Bus 
Stop," "Alfaira 01 Doble GIllia" and 
"You'reNever TooYaung." 

Among his lIlm credits was the 
starring role Is "TIle 5,000 F1Dgen 
01 Dr. T." 

He also boated the 19liOII televi
sion comedy"'BeI1eII "Fractured 
Flickers." He appeared as a ~ 
star recently on the TV Ibowa "The 
George Burns Cbrtstmas Spectal," 
"Love Boat," "Fantasy Ialand," 
"Alice" and "Laverne and 
Shirley." 

On Broadway, Coaretd was In 
the original production 01 "Can-. 
Cea," the revival 01 "Irene" with 
Debbie IleyDoIda, and In "'lbe sec
ond Time Arnund" with MoUy 
Picon. 

\ 
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FAMOUS JURY TRIALS-2 Undoubtedly
 
you got this show mixed up with the
 
show discussed immediately above.
 
Same writers, perhaps"
 

FANTASY-3 Interesting format for
 
1947 entry. How's this tit18 for
 
August show "Entry From the Void"?
 
FATHER KNOWS BEST-3 Yes, Robert
 
Young started on radio with this
 
sweetheart.
 

FATMAN-2 The possibilities for this
 
show were endless, much like the
 
mass of the main character, but
 
shows had no surprises.
 
FAVORITE STORY-2 The ZIV trans

scription companies answer to twenty
 
other such anthologies. Ronnie
 
Coleman hosted such titles as,
 
Frankenstein (Wm, Conrad); Lost
 
Horizon (guess who?), Moby Dick,
 rThree Muskateers, Ad Nostalgium.
 

FBI IN PEACE & WAR-2 A lot of peace
 • 
time investigation. Not enough 
war ...? 

THIS IS YOUR FBI-2 This doesn't
 
really belong here, but I always
 
get it mixed up with the one above.
 
JIMMY FIDLER-l Hollywood gossip and
 
garbage. The poor man's Walter
 
Winchell.
 

W.C. FIELDS-4 Even great when he
 
sneezes. His Lucky Strikes Show
 
was tops. 

FIGHTS-4 I love'em all. How about
 
the 1936 Louis-Sharkey fight or
 
Sharkey/Schmeling 1932 Tussle or
 
the Lewis/Farr fight? TV ruined
 
boxing. . . .
 

FIRST NIGHTER-2 Olan Soule & Barbara
 
Luddy carried this loser for years.
 
Sure, its intro was great but my
 
seat was always uncomfortable and
 
that damnro taxi. Jeez:
 

FITCH BANDWAGON-3 One show listen to
 
was 12/8/46. Always a sucker for
 
Phil Harris. He's what I like about
 
the South:
 

FLEISCHMAN'S YEAST HOUR-3 In the 30's 
Rudy was top-drawer and so was his 
show. 

JOHNNY FLETCHER SHOW-3 This was 
really The Bill Goodwin Show who 
starred as Johnny Fletcher. Under
stand? Funny stuff. 

RED FOLEY SHOW-2 Lots of country 
music back when Hee Haw was just a 
twinkle in Ernest Tubb's eye. 

FORBIDDEN CARGO-2 Great title, but 
only marginal scripts. 

FORBIDDEN DIARY-l Bob Ames is re
leased from jail. For what? And 
where is he going. Stay tune ... 
Forever. 
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FORD THEATER-4 First rate, classy
 
drama with Jack Benny, Claude Ranines,
 
and many more with productions of
 
Front P~e, Horn Blows at Midnight,
 
A Star ~s Born, and Arrowsmith.
 
FORD v-8 REVUE-2 Four shows from
 
1936 are somewhat entertaining.
 
TENN. ERNIE FORD SHOW -2 The ole
 
goober pea eater does his things for
 
us billhillies.
 

FORT LARAMIE-4 A great western show
 
with Raymond Burr in some realistic
 
looks at the plains in the 1880's.
 
ROCKY FORTUNE-2 A disappointing F~ank
 
Sinatra vehicle that goes nowhere.
 
FOURTH ESTATE-2 Journalistic drama.
 
FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE-2 Some of these
 
shows are first-rate, some are duds.
 
FOX GLOVE STREET-l Fifteen minute
 
minuets.
 

STAN FREEBURG SHOW-4 Gosh, if you
 
really want to chuckle listen to
 
Stan doing a parody of Gunsmoke or
 
Elvis or ~:
 

FREEDOM USA-3 Tyrone Power's only
 
radio series. As a senator he's be

lievable even if some of the scripts
 
aren't.
 
FRIENDLY FREDDY RUSH-2 1932 entry.

Forgettable,
 

FRONT PAGE DRAMA-2 More journalism
 
gone mush.
 
FRONTIER FIGHTERS-l Historic tidbits.
 
FRONTIER GENTLEMAN-3 Some experts
 
say this was John Dahner's best radio
 
role. Have Gun Will Travel was but
 
alas that is only one opinion. An
 
English dude kicking butt on the old
 
frontier is a bit too much though.
 
FRONTIER TOWN-3 Reed Hadley starred
 
in this blustery western after Jeff
 
Chandler abandoned the project.
 
Routine plots are saved by some good
 
acting.
 
FRONT1l:NE THEATER-2 An AFRS anthology
 
with the likes of Herbert Marshall,
 
William Cotten, Brian Dunlevy, Robert
 
Young.
 
FRONT PAGE FARRELL-2 There had to be
 
a soaper about a reporter; only the
 
shows I have Sally is home and Farrell
 
is off fighting the Nazis.
 

This month~show to avoid is
 
Stars Over Hollywood. This anthology
 
apparently preyed upon the unsuspect

ing female housewife who did her
 
chores with the radio firmly anchored
 
in her ear. The plots are ghastly.
 
Angela Lansbury in the "Homecoming"
 
concerns a small town girl who refuses
 
to believe her husband was killed in
 
the war. Even the telegram from
 
Uncle Sam goes unheeded. Of course,
 ., 

! 

HY DALEY
 
You know after reading the 

December IP, I feel like I attended 
the OTR Convention in Bridgeport, 
but alas I didn't and never will 
get a chance unless I give up coach
ing. Every Saturday in Sept, and 
Oct. my X-C teams are running some
where. My girl's team finished 4th 
in Pennsylvania (south of Buffalo). 
I mean would you pass up the com
pany of 11 pretty and athletic 
girls for a peek at Charlie Seeley?
C'mon: 

A note to Jim Snyder-brilliance 
often runs concurrantly. Look at 
the development of radio.... 

Aside to Richard Olday: Oh, 
sure you like Judy for 30 minutes. 
But would you like to live with her? 
Huh? HUh? 

Well, on to my rating of shows 
that start with F, many of my stu
dent's favorite letter. 

FABULOUR MR. TWEEDY-3 Frank Morgan
 
was one of the best comedians on
 
RADIO which is actually OZ spelled

inside out. 

KAY FAIRCHILD, STEPMOTHER-lOne
 
show heard from 9/21/39.
 
FAITH & FREEDOM READERS-l Historic
 
time filler.
 

THE FALCON-3 Not a bad detective
 
show. The TV Show that followed
 
reeked.
 

FAMILY HOUR-2 Jack Smith and Eileen
 
Farrell belted out the conservative
 
tunes of the 40's.
 

FAMILY HOUR OF STARS-2 One show 
heard from Christmas 1948 with 
Gregory Peck. 

FAMILY SKELETON-2 1950's closet of 
soap. 

FAMILY THEATER-3 Interesting anthol
ogy with such stars as Walter Brennan 
and Jack Benny making appearances. 
Some titles: "High Chin Bo", "45 
Caliber Teapot" "Who Am I?" 

FAMOUS COURT DRAMAS-2 Recorded on 
MGM transcriptions one wonders where 
the actors for this one were ob
tained. 
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FAMOUS JURY TRIALS-2 Undoubtedly 
you got this show mixed up with the 
show discussed immediately above. 
Same writers, perhaps? 
FANTASY-3 Interesting format for 
1947 entry. How's this tit18 for 
August show "Entry From the Void"? 
FATHER KNOWS BEST-3 Yes, Robert 
Young started on radio with this 
sweetheart. 
FATMAN-2 The possibilities for this 
show were endless, much like the 
mass of the main character, but 
shows had no surprises. 
FAVORITE STORy-2 The ZIV trans
scription companies answer to twenty
other such anthologies. Ronnie 
Coleman hosted such titles as: 
Frankenstein (Wm. Conrad), Lost 
Horizon (guess who?), Moby Dick, 
Three Muskateers, Ad Nostalgium. 
FBI IN PEACE & WAR-2 A lot of peace
time investigation. Not enough 
war ... ? 

THIS IS YOUR FBI-2 This doesn't 
really belong here, but I always 
get it mixed up with the one above. 
JIMMY FIDLER-l Hollywood gossip and 
garbage. The poor man's Walter 
Winchell. 
W.C. FIELDS-4 Even great when he
 
sneezes. His Lucky Strikes Show
 
was tops.
 
FIGHTS-4 I love'em all. How about 
the 1936 Louis-Sharkey fight or 
Sharkey/Schmeling 1932 Tussle or 
the Lewis/Farr fight? TV ruined 
boxing••.. 
FIRST NIGHTER-2 Olan Soule & Barbara
 
Luddy carried this·loser for years.
 
Sure, its intro was great but my
 
seat was always uncomfortable and
 
that d~ taxi. Jeez:
 
FITCH BANDWAGON-3 One show listen to 
was 12/8/46. Always a sucker for 
Phil Harris. He's what I like about 
the South: 
FLEISCHMAN'S YEAST HOUR-3 In the 30's 
Rudy was top-drawer and so was his 
show. 
JOHNNY FLETCHER SHOW-3 This was 
really The Bill Goodwin Show who 
starred as Johnny Fletcher. Under
stand? Funny stuff. 
RED FOLEY SHOW-2 Lots of country
music back when Hee Haw was just a 
twinkle in Ernest Tubb's eye. 

FORBIDDEN CARGO-2 Great title, but 
only marginal scripts. 
FORBIDDEN DIARY-l Bob Ames is re
leased from jail. For what? And 
where is he going. Stay tune ... 
Forever. 
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FORD THEATER-4 First rate, classy 
drama with Jack Benny, Claude Ranines, 
and many more with productions of 
tront P~e, Horn Blows at Midnight, 
A Star 1S Born, and Arrowsmith. 

8 REVU 2 fFORD V- E- Four shows rom 
1936 are somewhat entertaining. 
TENN. ERNIE FORD SHOW -2 The ole 
goober pea eater does his things for 
us billhillies. 

FORT LARAMIE-4 A great western show 
with Raymond Burr in some realistic 
looks at the plains in the 1880's. 
ROCKY FdRTUNE-2 A disappointing F~ank 
Sinatra vehicle that goes nowhere. 
FOURTH ESTATE-2 Journalistic drama. 
FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE-2 Some of these 
shows are first-rate, some are duds. 
FOX GLOVE STREET-l Fifteen minute 
minuets. 
STAN FREEBURG SHOw-4 Gosh, if you
really want to chuckle listen to 
Stan doing a parody of Gunsmoke or 
Elvis or Anybody: 
FREEDOM USA-3 Tyrone Power's only
radio series. As a senator he's be
lievable even if some of the scripts
aren't. 
FRIENDLY FREDDY RUSH-2 1932 entry.
Forgettable, 
FRONT PAGE DRAMA-2 More journalism 
gone mush. 
FRONTIER FIGHTERS-l Historic tidbits. 
FRONTIER GENTLEMAN-3 Some experts 
say this was John Dahner's best radio 
role. Have Gun Will Travel was but 
alas that is only one opin1on. An 
English dude kicking butt on the old 
frontier is a bit too much though. 
FRONTIER TOWN-3 Reed Hadley starred 
in this blustery western after Jeff 
Chandler abandoned the project.
Routine plots are saved by some good 
acting. 
FRONTLINE THEATER-2 An AFRS anthology
with the likes of Herbert Marshall, 
William Cotten, Brian Dunlevy, Robert 
Young. 
FRONT PAGE FARRELL-2 There had to be 
a soaper about a reporter; only the 
shows I have Sally is home and Farrell 
is off fighting the Nazis. 

This month~show to avoid is 
Stars Over Hollywood. This anthology
apparently preyed upon the unsuspect
ing female housewife who did her 
chores with the radio firmly anchored 
in her ear. The plots are ghastly. 
Angela Lansbury in the "Homecoming" 
concerns a small town girl who refuses 
to believe her husband was killed in 
the war. Even the telegram from 
Uncle Sam goes unheeded. Of course, 

her old friend and a fellow who 
witnesses her husband's demise 
returns to fall in love with her and 
brings her back to reality. The 
rest of the reel was much of the 
same. If you must listen to it,
hankies should be included in the 
tape box. 

O.K., gang that's it for this 
month, Let's all make it through
1982 safely and in good health. 

* * * * * * * 
9/29/45 

.~ 

.lobnB. ~. 
OrIOl'lwena. 
SI.(Dmy !CaYlI'. 
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uoH-H.H, LEROY" 
REPRINT from Tc;;T:: ~:'l, cT',;l;, 2,94J 
THE GnEAT GILDE::C:::'2EVE :':J"l,=:!: AN 
IDEA AND A LAUGE I:'lTO A CAREER 

Rotund and jolly Harold Peary 
first introduced his infectious 
million-dollar laugh to the world 
while p~aytng on the FIBBER McGEE 
AND MOLLY show, and a national 
character was born. That's THE 
GREAT GILDERSLEEVE. It's a compara
tively newEhow, having begun August 
31, 1941, which makes its estimated 
audience of 26,000,000 ~ll the more 
remarkable. 

But Hal Peary is far from new 
along the rlir lanes. ~orn in San 
Leandro, California, of American
Portuguese descent, he speaks both 
Spanish and Portuguese fluently. 
His great, booming laugh, »ith its 
slight touch of embarrassment, ~i3 

wheedling cry, "oh-h-h, L2roy:" when 
he has some particular oiece of 
domestic skullduggery to put over, 
have captured the fancy of people 
everywhere, and the feud he engages 
in endlessly with Judge Hooker is 
his effort to excape the matrimo
nial inClinations of the judge's 
maiden sister, rouse an easy laughter 
that keeps sympathy always On the 
portly, workdodging Gildy's side. 

Peary has acted so many radio 
parts that he himse~f claims to have 
lost track of all the character he's 
played. He can USe any dialect 
convincingly, and he has. Portly 
Hal Peary started in stock as a singer 
and actor, and grasped a lower rung 
of the ladder of success rather pre
cariously when he became known as 
"The Spanish Serenader" over NBC in 
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San Francisco. Radio was young then,Tile SHEaT and so was Peary. According to his 
own aCCOUD:, ~e became a radio utilityGILOeHSLee\le	 man, th~: :3, Gne who could be called 
upon to =il: 20sclutely any kind ~f 
part. Whe~ t~e Fibber ~cGee and 
~1011y e~'lg3.~emt:n1: came along, he began 
to think ~long the lines of the 
Gildersleeve character, and write~ 
Don Quinn wrote him into the show 
that way. ~he program moved to Los 
Angeles and Hal with it, and on the 
coast his big chance came. 

Rotund Peary and Betty Jourdaine, 
formerly ~ dancer, have been married 
for twelve years, and he claims she's 
the best CDok in the country. No 
longer slender Harold Peary gained 
thirty-six pounds the first year of 
his marri~ge, but doesn't regret it. 
The Pearys have built their home in 
a one-acre walnut grove in Encino 
California, where Jim Jordan (Fibber 
MCGee) is president of the Chamber

..oH H H LEROY" of ~DClmerce. They live quietly, _ • and ~~~ plays handball and
 
, col~~c+s crime photographs,
 

REPRINT from Tel':: ~"I, ,T',;l:;, :'94 J wh i ch "ave a strange and morbid
 
attract10n :or him. His ranch is 

THE GR:::AT GILDE:t::.::;::;V£ -cUffij'::!: AN "stocked" with one dog, a hybrid 
IDEA AND A LAUGH I"ITO A CAREER Springer and Cocker spaniel, off-

Rotund and jolly Harold Peary spring of prize dogs belonging to 
first introduced his infectious the Jordans and "Tuffy" Goff, of 
million-dollar laugh to the world LUM'N ABNER. 
while play~ng on the FIBBER McGEE Walter Tetley, who does Leroy, 
AND MOLLY show, and a national the nephew of THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE, 
character was born. That's THE has made a living out of being a brat 
GREAT GILDERSLEEVE. It's a compara- since he was seven. Of Scotch descent 
tively new show , having begun August he was playing the bagpipes at lodge ' 
Jl, 194·1, which makes its estimated meetings at the age of four. At 
audience of 26,000,000 all the ~ore seven Madge Tucker had him appear on 
remarkable. her CHILDREN'S HOUR variety show for 

But Hal Peary is far from new NBC in New York. He was so good that 
along the Air lanes. 30rn in 3an Miss Tucker hired him to go into 
Leandro, California, of American- another show of hers. It was a scrip-
Portuguese descent, he speaks both ted show, and that nearly put an end 
Sranish and Portuguese fluently. to. the kid's career, because the only 
H1S great, booming laugh, with its th1ngs he could read were the first 
slight touch of embarrassment, ~is ~rade primer. the comics, and VARIETY. 
wheedling cry, "oh-h-h, Leroy:" when However, with Some assistance he 
he has some particular 'Ciece of made it. After that he appea~ed with 
domestic skullduggery to put over, most of ~adio's greao, inclUding Fred 
have captured the fancy of people Allen, w1th whose compa~y he had five 
~verywhere, an? the feud he engages years, Walter O'Keefe, Ted Healy, Joe 
1n endlessly w1th Judge Hooker is Penner, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, 
his effort to excape the matrimo- I and many others. One day he played 
nial inclinations of the judge's seven shows and went to bed with a 
maiden sister, rouse an easy laughter temperature of 10J. Walter likes the 
that keeps sympathy always on the part of Leroy, though he thinks it's 
portly, workdodging Gildy'S side. rather tame compared to some of the 

Peary has acted so many radio Dead End parts he's played. He thinks 
parts that he himself claims to have Leroy will grow up to be just like 
lost track of all the character he's his uncle. 
played. He can use any dialect Lurene Tuttle, niece of THE 
convincingly, and he has. Portly GREAT GILDERSLEEVE, wanted to be an 
Hal Peary started in stock as a singer actress at the age of two, but did 
and actor, and grasped a lower rung not make it professionally until she 
of the ladder of success rather pre- was seventeen years old. Copper
cariously when he became known as haired Larene was born at Pleasant 
"The Spanish Serenader" over NBC in Lake, Ind .• on August 20th (year not 
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given, though not too long ago), and 
has been in some of the famous shows 
of radio, including Arch Oboler's 
Plays, ONE MAN'S FAMILY, SHERLOCK 
HOL~ES series, Edward G. Robinson's 
EIG TOWN, and plenty of others. 
Has been a regular member of the cast 
of THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE since 
the start of the program. Likes 
good music and collects figures 
of dogs. Her husband is radio 
annou~cer Melville Ruick, and with 
their nine-year old daughter Barbara 
Joan, they live at Toluca Lake, near 
Hollywood. 

Lillian Randolph is the maid, 
Birdie, a favorite of the program's 
large audience, and if she didn't 
play the part her sister Amanda 
could. But the girls have divided 
the United States between them, in 
order not to compete with each other. 
Lillian stays on the West Coast and 
plays in THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE, 
and Amanda rests content on the 
East Coast, where she plays Pansy, 
the maid, in ABlE'S IRISH ROSE. 
Daughters of a Cleveland, Ohio, 
preacher, Lillian and Amanda both 
play the piano, sing, dance and act, 
though neither girl ever had a lesson 
in her life. They taught themselves 
to play on the organ in the church 
where their father preached, and th~ 

learned to act in the dramatic 
sketches presented by the church. 
When their mother died the girls 
decided to make a career for them
selves. Lillian, being a bit more 
aggressive, went to the local movie 
houses and got her sister booked, 
which made her the manager. But 
one day Amanda fell ill and Lillian 
took per place to such good effect 
that she gave up managing her sister 
and started out on her own. 

But the principal character of 
THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE is no figure 
of flesh and blood. It is a great, 
booming laugh that has gone rolling 
out on the air into the living 
roomS of millions of listeners, a 
contagious, heart-warming laugh 
that spells plenty of money in the 
bank. ******* 
tlu.I!:REilCE LIBRAIIY:Jl. reference lib-'
 
rary ex~sts for members. Members
 
should have received a library
 
list oC materials with their mem

bership. Only two items can be
 
borrowed at one time,for a one
 
month period. Please use the
 
,proper designations for materials
 
to be borrowed. When ordering
 
books inclUde $1.00 to cover
 
rental,postage,and packaging.
 
Please include $ .50 for other
 
items. If you wish to contribute
 

Ito the library the OTRC will copy 
, materials and return theoriginals 
.to you. See address on page 2. 
1,,_= 

l'AFESFONDENTS: Send in YOL2' \i"Tt~
 
and we'll run the~ here fer ~t
 
least two Clonths.
 

"When Broadcasting Was Great" is 
looking to increase its cOllection 
by trading with collectors for 
shows they do not have. Shows 
must be in very gOOd & excellent 

I	 listening quality. They are not 
interested in rebroadcasts. Shows 
should be complete as to story
line and contain original commer
cials, if possible. Cassette 
trading only. Catalog $1.00, re
fundable with first exchange. 
P.O. Box 103, Central Park Station, 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14215 

Gary Bales, 2265 Partridge Lane, 
Washington, Ill. 61571 I am looking
for collectors who would like to 
trade. I collect Jack Benny, Gun
smOke, and Juv. serials and Sci-Fi 
on old radio. Would like to find 
Sjme breakfast club shows if possi
ble. Please write or send catalog 
if willing to trade. 

,Tapespondents is a free service to
 
~ll ~~~ERS. Please send your ads
 
in tr the Illustrated Fress.
 

* * * * * * *' * *' 
SPECIAL NOTE 

Memories will start to accept
 
advertising with our Spring 1982
 
issue. Special introductory rates
 
are $25.00 for a full page, $15.00
 
for a half page, and $8.00 for a t
 
page ad. Members may take 50% off _ 
these prices. Deadline. Marcn-l5, 190: 

HOW WOULD YOl' LIKE TO BE A FIELD REPORTER 

You can! Just write an article on a place. event, show. dc.. 
dealing with old time radio that you think others would 
like to read. The article must be typewritten. Include a 
black and white photograph (no color. please~ 

Any magazine or newspaper articles 
or cartoons of interest, or a L.O.C. 
wou]~ also be welcome. 

TAPE LIBRARY RATES: 2400' reel
$1.50 per month; 1800' reel-$1.25 
per month; 1200' reel-$l.oO per 
month; cassette and records-$.50 
per month. Postage must be in 
eluded with all orders and here 
are the rates. For the USA and 
APO-60¢ for one reel, 35¢ for 
each additional reel; 35¢ for 
each cassette and record. For 
Canada. $1.35 for one reel, 85¢ 
for each additional reel; 85¢ 
for each cassette and record. 
All tapes to Canada are mailed 
first class. 

THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS 

by Chuck Seeley 

Boy, was I floored to see the 
beginning of Hy Daley's interview with 
me in IP #60. That was done in 1978, 
when I spent a lovely couple of days 
in the commodious Daley mansion in 
Corry, Pa. That waS a real nice'" weekend, good company, good food. 

-f And all these little kids climbing 
over me. For some reason I generally•	 get along well with the young uns. My 
beard fascinates a lot of them. 

Anyway, I wish I could remember 
all that was said in that interview. 
I don't think I slandered anyone, but 
you can never be sure. One note. 
Pete Blanca in the transcript is really 
Pete Bellanca. 

The new IP editorial staff seems 
to be shaping up the rag nicely. I 
enjoy Lee Allman's columns very mUCh; 
all too few of OTR's professionals 
share their memories in this fashion. 

I've enjoyed Jim Snyder's colu
mns from the start. Besides the gen
eral excellence of the contents, I'm 
impressed with Jim's technique. He'll 
often do more than one' draft of a 
column, a method I've never tried. 
Just once through the typer's enough 
for this writer. But maybe that's 
why Jim's stuff is so good. I found 
his column on trading in IP #60 es
pecially interesting. You see, many 
years ago I made up a kind of master 
want list of shows I really wanted 
but weren't around. Then I send a 
copy of the list to Jim; I was trading 
actively in those days. Since that 
time, they keep turning up and every 
so often I'll get a tape from Jim with 
one of the shows on it. That's a 
real treat for me and very nice of 
him, since his collection has far sur
passed mine. 

There is one thing about one 
of the IP's columnists that's been 
pUZZling me for years. just where 
DOES Jerry Collins get all that in
formation for "Don't Touch That Dial?" 
Does he pore over crumbling, yellowed 
Radio Guide magazines? Does he corner 
the guests at the OTR con and squeeze 
them dry? I like to think that his 
vintage Philco has tapped into the 
past. 

An then there's Bob Davis' 
columns, you know, the one with the 
Clone Ranger logo. I'm one of those 
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P.O. Box 103, Central Park Station, 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14215 

Gary Bales, 2265 Partridge Lane, 
Washington, Ill. 61571 I am looking
for collectors who would like tc 
trade. I collect Jack Benny, Gun
smoke, and Juv. serials and Sci-Fi 
on old radio. Would like to find 
some breakfast club shows if possi
ble. Please write or send catalog 
if willing to trade. 

.Tapespcndents is a free service to 
~ll Mf~3ERS. Please send your ads 
in tc the Illustrated Press. 
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SPECIAL NOTE 

Memories will start to accept 
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who happen to groove on 
Robbo's meanderings and 
would like them a bit 
lengthier.

There's this guy who 
looks like, depending on 
the light, either Jack 
Nicholson or Tom Skerritt. 

CHARLIE'S
 
FINAGLES
 He contributes occasionally 

by Chuck 

Boy, was I floored to see the 
beginning of Hy Daley's interview with 
me in IP #60. That was done in 1978, 
when I spent a lovely couple of days 
in the commodious Daley mansion in 
Corry, Pa. That was a real nice 
weekend, good company, good food. 
And all these little kids climbing 
over me. For some reason I generally 
get along well with the young uns. My
beard fascinates a lot of them. 

Anyway, I wish I could remember 
all that was said in that interview. 
I don't think I slandered anyone, but 
you can never be sure. One note. 
Pete Blanca in the transcript is really 
Pete Bellanca. 

The new IP editorial staff seems 
to be shaping up the rag nicely. I 
enjoy Lee Allman's columns very mUCh; 
all too few of OTR's professionals
share their memories in this fashion. 

I've enjoyed Jim Snyder's colu
mns from the start. Besides the gen
eral excellence of the contents, I'm 
impressed with Jim's technique. He'll 
often do more than one draft of a 
column, a method I've never tried. 
Just once through the typer's enough 
for this writer. But maybe that's 
why Jim's stuff is so good. I found 
his column on trading in IP #60 es
pecially interesting. You see, many 
years ago I made up a kind of master 
want list of shows I really wanted 
but weren't around. Then I send a 
copy of the list to Jim; I was trading 
actively in those days. Since that 
time, they keep turning up and every 
so often I'll get a tape from Jim with 
one of the shows on it. That's a 
real treat for me and very nice of 
him, since his collection has far sur
passed mine. 

There is one thing about one 
of the IP's columnists that's been 
pUZZling me for years: just where 
DOES Jerry Collins get all that in
formation for "Don't Touch That Dial?" 
Does he pore over crumbling, yellowed 
Radio Guide magazines? Does he corner 
the guests at the OTR con and squeeze 
them dry? I like to think that his 
vintage Philco has tapped into the 
past. 

An then there's Bob Davis' 
columns, you know, the one with the 
Clone Ranger logo. I'm one of those 

to the IP, but there's 
nothing to keep him from 

Seeley being a regular. I happen 
to know that he spendS 
much of his time at work 

with feet up on desk persuing old 
issues of the Tom Mix comic book. 
Yes, that's right, Gene Bradford. 
He's the one who wrote that Circuit 
writers column in IP #61 about 
SPERDVAC. That was an interesting 
and spot-on piece, by the way. I 
joined SPERDVAC last year mainly for 
the John Tefteller Memorial Archives. 
But, while the shows contained in it 
are surely of interest to most OTR 
collectors, there's not much that 
grabs me. The stuff I'm looking for 
must still be buried in those stacks 
of transcriptions. And the impression 
I got of Tefteller during that flap 
a while back when there was agitation 
in that club to do away with their 
regular tape library was much less 
than Stellar. John's actions reminded 
me of nothing so much as a little 
kid whose pals won't play the way he 
wants, so he takes his toys and goes 
home. 

Where was I? Ah. So it'd be 
nice to see regular columns from our 
Straight Shooter from Michigan. Any
one who listens to OTR in their under
wear has a place in this publication, 
I would think. 

One thing I'm not crazy about 
in the IP are the reprints of the 
Nick Carter and Shadow stories. This 
column is my bit at providing more 
material so that our editors won't 
have to use the reprints anymore. And 
consider the plight of poor Arlene, 
whose husband stands over her with a 
Whip, forcing her to re-type from 
those mouldy old magazines. 

I recently listened to a couple 
of reels of THE GENERAL MILLS RADIO 
ADVENTURE THEATER from the club tape
library. Their Kipling adaptations 
were very well done, recommended. I 
did catch one glaring error in their 
adaptation of H. Rider Haggard's 
King Solomon's Mines. The hero's 
name is Allan Quatermian, not Quarter
main. It's a Common mistake, though, 
that even publishers are guilty of. 
It's probably only irritating to us 
Haggard fans. 

It was the first weekend in 
December that I found myself in Mich
igan. It wasn't by accident or any
thing, I meant to go there. While 
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:here, I '",ade 1 pr.or e ca~l and was CLEARVIG TH~ AlIiWAVES 
soon in the co~pany of Gene Br~dford, ~lis benus sized issue is 
~o£er Smith, and Shanghai Jim S~yder. result of ~~ir increasing membership. 
It-was sort of ::L 11ini:G1R cor, j2scri- i As our f' i narc i s I r-es cu rc e s i.ncr-cas e , 
bed by Bob :levis as an "Afterschcck" we will ccr t i rue t; ~xpand our li-
of th~ Bridge~ort ~ffair). The four brsries and cutlll~~tions. Therefore 'CBS RADIO MYSTERY THE 
of us spent - a -mos -: ;:1:?2sa!1t 3.fLer~o:~· we a s k ever:,-t Jdy r : ::.-:-11= prcmc t e our-
discussing this snd that, sometimes cl~b ~s it ~s ~~ ~'-~ryt~dys tes~ WITH FIVE-PART 'LES MIS 
i~terrupted bymy various relatives. interest. Thanks:o ~ember Jack 
Gene had to leave early, so \i8 Keenan for the ~rTicle on Banker's 
cJuldn't talk about hi~ until he was hobby & especially for his plug on 
gone. Later on, Shanghai Jim treated the radio. We haye received severalII 

Roger and I to dinner, which was inquiries as a result of this plug. 
pretty nice. Every so often, Shang- I feel I must apologize for the Award-winning CBS RADIO MYSTERY THEATER _ 
hai would attempt to swing the con- quality of the pictures in the Jan
versation back to his China journey, uary I.P. I guess our printer's season on the CBS Radio NetworK the weeK of J~ 

but we were able to forestall most equipment doesn't work too well in 
of that. Poor Roger, though, had to the cold weather we have been ex- five-part series, "Le s Miserables", starring! 
put up with China talk all the way periencing here lately. Our survey 
home. Well, seeing these guys twice indicated only 1 i~em which most actor Alexander Scourby as Victor Hugo's hero,
in one year is worth a lot to me and members do not like--articles on 
I really enjoyed the whole day. Now Foreign Programs. We will take this Gerald Kean adap ted "Le s Miserables " fo 
it's not generally known that Gene under advisement. I hope 1982 will 
occasionally travels through Buffalo, bring in some columns from some new ) THEATER, ,tracing the story of Valjean, a peas~ 

and if everybody in the audience will people as well as OUr regular contri
clap their hands just as loudly as I butors. 
they can, maybe Gene will find the i 
ti~e to visit us here. I 

* * '* * * * * * 
••• AIOIIVUSABY •Hn«' A Real Buy1\ 

E..hM·...n.- , i,"lWildt .,...... .... D, 

',!l' 

J... "".........,.
.........,

• I 

, 

, v 

LAftft 1.'•.-; 
.u..WAft 

GENE~JlE=R1~.~ 

RADIO 
AU the world !mo_ lIoat tIlIaGeneral Electric radio 
GOOD VALUE at Ita ..plar_frica. Now you 
actually bUy it for S50..... B:lcht oell ahielded. -
tubea, Stabiliaed dynamic apeaker. Four -". ~ 
living you atandard brnadClUlt; Buropeaft Short ~ 
Amateur, Police, Weather, and Estr,a Long Wan AIrenIt 
range. II you're a judI" of radio values. you'U KNOW 
this i. SENSATIONALI 

How about YOU? then salvation, is dogged by the implacable ~ 

R.A.O. 
* * * * * * * * * 

THE
 
LlNE·UP
 

8:00 P. M. 
A " .y....., ,1II·0N 1M... 
• 0 ." .tical ee ••••f cl'l.. 
'••1, ••tI •••,eets. f I.. 
1111 J " J .. 
I ..,.••. List•• lid 

And Don't Miss 
6:0D--Go....,.lclt-l.llti NO.1 
6:15-MacWllIoo-Sparts 
6:45-1111 e....lIo-N••• 
7:00-4hI'Y w•• ,. now 
1:30-W,. I . 
':Oo-b tly 1"0.1 
t:3.......c1'1 Pheto91'0IlHP 
10:0o-JOItIlIlY Doll... 

in the five-part special by MYSTERY THEATER v~ 

"I Les Miserables I is the centerpiece for 

THEATER on CBS Radio," says Hi Brown, Executill 

of the long-running series. "This production, 

anything I've done to date, in its vastness an 

from sound effects to casting to the actors' i 

It was also quite challenging for me as the di 

, 
Brown is enthusiastic about the season an 

our ninth season with renewed vigor and excite 

word really has become synonymous with MYSTERY 

our listeners continues to make impressive gat 

"We also have lots of new people to draw 

Martin Balsam, Len Cariou and Richard Kiley, ~ 

) 
have some new writers who've added even more e 

doing," he points out. 

Brown promises some surprises are in stor 

MYSTERY THEATER listeners in the year ahead, n 

uncovered some new Sherlock Holmes stories, an~ 
in mystery and suspense from French, Russian a~ 

"We lOOK ahead to this new season not onl;j 
I 

ment to the theater of the mind," as Brown des~ 

~ "bu t knowing that our work is more important t~BobrerEleetrieCo. 
GENJ:'L\I. &UC'I'aW DADQUABTEBI II' NlAct..... P.uLl· 
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d was CLEARl~G Th~ AIRWAVES 
radf'cr'd , .2hi5 br nus sized issue is '3. 

Snyd e r . r-esu l. t of cur i.nc r aa s ing membership. 
d es c r i- As our fina~ci~l ~esources ir.cre3se, 

scheck" we will cc~ti~ue c: ~xpand our li 
ne four br~ries and =ubliG3tions. Therefore 'CBS RADIO MYSTERY THEATER' MARKS NImH SEASON 
fter".o2' we ask everyS:<iy :~ '!~l~ promote ~ur 
~~irr:es club ~s it ~s ~ __ ~'-~~yt)dys bes~ WITH FIVE-PART 'LES MISERABLES' BEGltnlING JAN. 11 
ltives. interest. ~hanKs:o ~ember Jack 

! Keenan for ~he ~~Ticle In Banker's 
he was hobby & especially for his plug on 
treated the radio. We have received several 
as inquiries as a result of this plug. 
Shang- I feel I must apologize for the Award-winning CBS RADIO MYSTERY THEATER will celebrate its ninth 

con quality of the pictures in the Jan

urney,
 uary I.P. I guess our printer's season on the CBS Radio Network the week of Jan. 11 with a special
 
most
 equipment doesn't work too well in
 
had to
 the cold weather we have been ex five-part series, "Les Miserables", starring noted stage and screen
 
way
 periencing here larely. Our survey
 
twice
 indicated only 1 item which most actor Alexander Scourby as Victor Hugo's hero Jean Valjean.
 

me and
 members do not like--articles on )
 
. Now
 Foreign Programs. We will take this Gerald Kean adap~d "Le s Miserables " for CBS RADIO MYSTERY
 
Gene
 under advisement. I hope 1982 will
 
uffalo,
 bring in some columns from some new THEATER"tracing the story of Valjean, a peasant whose life of crime,
 
ce will
 1people as well as our regular contri 

butors. How about YOU? then salvation, is dogged by the implacable Detective Javert, played 
the R.A.O. 

y as 

* * * * * * * * * 

THE 
LlNE.UP 

8:00 P. M. 
,....+..... _pt.ry tlr ......... 
•• •y,o"'••I.ol COM••f crl~ 

1••1. .... ,o'IMen. feohrl•• 
1111 JolI...... ..4 Jo •.,.' 
I ••,... LI,t •• h,1 

And Don't Mil. 
';OD--G••tlrlc~I...4 No.. 
6:15-MuMIII ·..s,ort. 
6:41--1111 C II.-N••• 
7:00-Gory ,.. Shw 
I:Jo-"r. I . 
'~Oo-S.llI.b.dy ...w• 
• :3.......crt•• 'hot.,r.p"" 
10:00--.l0"'1y Dollor 

~ 

in the five-part special by MYSTERY THEATER veteran Bernie Grant. 

'" Le s Miserables I is the centerpiece for the new year of MYSTERY 

THEATER on CBS Radio," says Hi Brown, Executive Producer and Director 

of the long-running series. "This production is more important than 

anything I've done to date, in its vastness and production demands 

from sound effects to casting to the actors' interpretation of the roles. 

It was also quite challenging for me as the director." 

Brown is enthusiastic about the season ahead: "We're going into 

our ninth season with renewed vigor and excitement because the spoken 

word really has become synonymous with MYSTERY THEATER. And the loyalty of 

our listeners continues to make impressive gains. 

) "We also have lots of new people to draw upon, like Amanda Plummer, 

Martin Balsam, Len Cariou and Richard Kiley, among others. We also
) 

have some new writers who've added even more excitement to what we're 

doing," he points out. 

Brown promises some surprises are in store for CBS RADIO 

MYSTERY THEATER listeners in the year ahead, noting "We have 

uncovered some new Sherlock Holmes stories, and several new classics 

in mystery and suspense from French, Russian and English literature. 

"We look ahead to this new season not only with renewed commit 

ment to the theater of the mind," as Brown describes radio drama, 

"but kn ow Lng that our work is more important than ever." 
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l/4/32---The ACQuisition 
A ml~tir;iliionaire trying to

clear his mind crashes in the depths 
of the Fac i f i c . 
CAST: Tonv Roberts, Patricia Elliott 
Mandel Kr~mer 
WRITE~: SaM Dann 
---" "',,
1/5/82--- Daddy s G1rls 

Two middle-aged sisters dis
cover they can't escape their father's 
ghost.
 
CAST: Teri Keane, Carole Teitel,
 
Bernie Grant
 
WRITER: Sam Dann
 

1/6/82---"In Touch" 
A young woman's recurrent head

aches have a mysterious origin.
CAST: Amanda Plummer, Robert Dryden,
Russell Horton 
WRITER: Elspeth Eric 

1/7/82-;--"Between Two Mirror~"" 
T~me takes. on strange d1mens1ons 

as a wi f'e ques t i.ons whether or not to 
take her husband: off a life-support
system. 

WRITER: G~r~lj Ke311
 

/- s/~ - ". .1"

1" ---~L2S .;lserables, Party: 

" ',1'e ?lnal.Chal?ter" 
" ~a~lus h2S an ~nkl1ng that Yal
Jean:s lmage as an lnnocuous old 
man lS merely a veneer.
 
CAS':r: Alexander ~courby, Bernie
 
Grant Lloyd Batt1sta Amanda Plummer 
Bob ~liban' , 
WRITER: Gerald Kean 

1/18/82---"The Rescue" 
A hunted Jew and one-legged
 

pilot join forces to flee Vichy

France.
 
CAST: Louis Turenne Roberta Max
well Earl Hammond '
 

: WRITER: C. Grederic Lewis 
: -- 
! 1/19/82---"The Real World" 
! A naive rookie cop is assigned 
, to a seedy murder case. 

CAST: Joyce Gordon, Mandel Kramer, 
Ray Owens, Evie Juster 

,WRITER: Sam Dann 
I-//
, 1 20 82---"Golden Time" 

CAST: Marian Seldes, Lloyd Battista,: A~ urgent.late-~ight phone call 
Sidney Slon, Joyce Gordon 
WRITER: Sidney Slon 
1/8/82---"Th La t 0 bLt" 

. e s r ~ 
The wi Lea of a mysterious red

head captivate an American hero. 
CAST: Larry Haines, Marian Seldes,
Russell Horton 
WRITER: Douglas Dempsey

" . 
1 11 / / 82--- Les M7serables, Pa:t I:" 

~he Th~ef and the B~shop 
A soc~al outcast struggles

between the forces of good and evil. 
CAST. Alexander Scourby, Earl Hammond, 1/22/82---"The Presence"
 
Mandel Kramer, Bernie Grant, Joan Shea I A young man's failure to fulfill
 
WRITER: Gerald Kean his father's high expectations leads
 
------I " . to a revelation about his heritage.
/
1 12 82--- Les M~serables, Part II: CAST: Norman Rose Elspeth Eric 

The Lawless ar;d. the Law" 
The relentless ambi, t~on of zeal

ous Inspector Javert shadows Val
jean' s rehabilitation.
 
CAST: Alexander Scourby, Bernie
 
Grant, Earl Hammond, Russell Horton, 
Teri Keane 
WRITER: Gerald Kean 
1/13/82---"Les Miserables, Part III: 

No Escape" 
DOdging the pursuing Javert, 

Val jean escapes again -- this time 
in the company of a pretty, 18-year
old blonde.
 
CAST: Alexander Scourby, Bernie Grant,
 
Evie Juster, Bob Kaliban, Lloyd
 

~~iii~:a G r-aLd K 
___. e ean 
1/14/82---"Les Miserables, Part IV: 

Fear, Love and Death" 
A band of reVOlutionaries aid 

Valjean in his subterfuge of French
 
police.
 
CAST:Alexander Scourby, Bernie Grant,
 
Earl Hammond, Lloyd Battista
 

I turns ~nto a b~gger Job than expected 
I for plumber Harvey Stillson. 

.QA§1: Larry Hain;s, Evie Juster, Earl
Hammond, Sally F~sher 
WRITER. Sam Dann 

i -- 
I 1/21/82---"Gate 27" " 

The once-proud cop~s ~nst~ncts 
are aroused in a bum when his favorite 
marker turns up missing.
CAST: Frek Gwynne, Court Benson, Teri 
Keane, Bernie Grant 
WRITER. Sam Dann 
---. 

I Russell Horton' ,IWRITER: Elspeth Eric 
f1/25/82---"Death Will Not Silence Me" 

, Ma~ Todd Lincoln believes a
I great curse follows her. 

CAST: Marian Seldes, John Beal,
 
Carole Teitel, Lloyd Battista
 
WRITER: Arnold Moss
 
1/26/82---"To Be An Empress"
 

A lesser countess once pledged
 
to a German baron becomes Empress of
 
Russia.
 
CAST: Amanda Plummer, Joan Shea,
 
Russell Horton, Louis Turenne,
 
WRITER: James Agate, Jr.
 

12/7/82---"A Handful of Dust"
Dark forces from the past con

front archeologists.
 
CAST: Paul Hecht, Teri Keane, Jada
 
Rowland, Ian Martin
 
WRITER: lam Martin
 
1/28/82---"Dickens of Scotland Yard"
 

Author Charles Dickens tries his
 
hand at solving crime.
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CAST:Paul Hecht, Earl Hammond, Bob
 
Kaliban, Tudi Wiggins "~
 

WRITER: James Agate, Jr.
 
1/29/82---"The Code" 

A circus psychic becomes en
twined in a murder investigation. 
CAST: Russell Horton, Carole Teitel, 
Robert Dryden, Evie Juster 
WRITER: Sam Dann 
2/1/82---"The Good Ship Aud" 

A legendary Irish patriot gives 
the last full measure of devotion/to
his country. 
CAST: Earl Hammond, Court Benson, 
Lloyd Battista, Marian Seldes 
WRITER: Sam Dann 
2/2/82---"Diana the Huntress" 

A psychologist tries to unravel 
events leading up to a domestic 
shooting. 
CAST: Teri Keane, Earl Hammond, 
Jada Rowland, Arnold Moss 
WRITER: Sam Dann 
2/3/82---"The Mysterious Slumber" 

Eyebrows raise when daughter 
Mary~s moods flutter from PetUlancy 
to euphoria after awakening from a 
long slumber, in this dramatization 
of a true story. 
CAST: Diana Kirkwood, Elspeth Eric" 
Mandel Kramer, Don Scardino 
WRITER: Elspeth Eric 
2/4/82---"Vanity and Jane" 

A sculptor has trouble on his 
hands when an attractive woman moves 
next door for the summer. 
CAST: Marian Seldes, Paul Hecht, 
Ralph Bell 
WRITER: G. Frederic Lewis 
2/5/82---"The Cantankerous Ghost" 

An antiquated spirit returns to 
the site of his old home to save its 
destiny. 
CAST: Marian Seldes, Lloyd Battista, 
Evie Juster, Earl Hammond 
WRITER: Bob Juhren 

* * * * * * * * 

/~ i 
~ .: 

Reel 

Reel 

"eel 

"Kemosnbe, if JOlt ins;,{l 011 beillg a mashed nl.an, 
may I s"gg~st a diUamt mask?" 
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CAST:Paul Hecht, Earl Hammond, Bob " IBrtARY NEWS 
Kaliban, Tudi Wiggins ·tle >~.ve :een remiss in r..ot ack
WRITER. James Agate, Jr. n?wi.:€i~g dGnations to ~he Tape

Llcrsry :f late. So before the year1/29/82---"The Code" 
A circus psychic becomes en ;~,~:.=.~ :2.a+· ..,el~ like.to express our 

twined in a murder investigation. _.. ~.. ,:.;. :c "he :·:llowlng. 
CAST. Russell Horton, Carole Teitel, Reel ~~17 - (~:CC') by D. Keeney 
Robert Dryden, Evie Juster .c.ll Amos' r.· Andy
WRITER. Sam Dann Reel =~l3 - (1200') by D. Keeney 
2/1/82---"The Good Ship Aud" All Amos'n'Andy

A legendary Irish patriot gives Reel	 #119 - (1200') by D. Keeney the last full measure of devotion to All Phil Harris & Alice Fayhis country. / 
CAST. Earl Hammond, Court Benson, Cassette C-85 thru C-118 -- By Jim 
Lloyd Battista, Marian Seldes Snyder
WRITER. Sam Dann 
2/2/82---"Diana the Huntress" 

A psychologist tries to unravel 
events leading up to a domestic 
shooting. 
CAST. Teri Keane, Earl Hammond, 
Jada Rowland, Arnold Moss 
WRITER. Sam Dann 

2/3/82---"The Mysterious Slumber" 
Eyebrows raise when daughter 

Casse~te #119 - By D. Keeney 
President Eisenhower's Inaugral
Addree: - Recorded 12 Noon 
1/20/51 (1 hr.) 

REcord D-IO, 11 and 12 by K. Crewe 
6: Ch. Seeley

One Man's Family 
Reel	 #120 - (1200') by J. Collins 

All Drene Time with the 
Bickersons 

ng to 
e depths 

Elliott 

dis-
r father's 

Grant, 

E ILLUSTRATEC FR~S5 ------------_. -- 
WRITER: G"rc,L; K""" 
1/15/5~ ---"L"5 '\1iserables, PartV: 

.")~,, ?inal Chapter" 
Marius I,,,S an inkling that Val-

jean's image ~s an innocuous old 
man is merely a veneer. 
CAST, Alexander Scourby, Bernie 
Grant, Lloyd Battista, Amanda Plummer, 
Bob Ka Li.ban 
WRITER: Gerald Kean 
1/18/82---"The Rescue" 

A hunted Jew and one-legged 
pilot join forces to flee Vichy 
France. 
CAST. Louis Turenne, Roberta Max
well, Earl Hammond 
WRITER. C. Grederic Lewis 

1/19/82---"The Real World" 
A naive rookie cop is assigned 

to a seedy murder case. 
CAST. Joyce Gordon, Mandel Kramer, 
Ray Owens, Evie Juster 
WRITER. Sam Dann 
1/20/82---"Golden Time" 

An urgent late-night phone call 
turns into a bigger job than expected 
for plumber Harvey Stillson. 
CAST. Larry Haines, £Vie Juster, Earl 
Hammond, Sally Fisher 
~I' Sam Dann 
1/21/82---"Gate 27" 

The once-proud cop~s instincts 
are aroused in a bum when his favorite 
marker turns up missing.
CAST. Frek Gwynne, Court Benson, Teri 
Keane, Bernie Grant 
WRITER, Sam Dann 
1/22/82---"The Presence" 

A young man's failure to fulfill
 
his father's high expectations leads
 
to a revelation about his heritage.
 
CAST. Norman Rose, Elspeth Eric,
 
Russell Horton
 
WRITER. Elspeth Eric
 t
1/25/82---"Death Will Not Silence Me" 

Mary Todd Lincoln believes a
 
great curse follows her.
 
CAST. Marian Seldes, John Beal,
 
Carole Teitel, Lloyd Battista
 
WRITER. Arnold Moss
 
1/26/82---"To Be An Empress"

A lesser countess once pledged
 
to a German baron becomes Empress of
 
Russia.
 
CAST. Amanda Plummer, Joan Shea,
 
Russell Horton, Louis Turenne,
 
WRITER. James Agate, Jr.
 
12/7/82---"A Handful of Dust" 

Dark forces from the past con

front archeologists.
 
CAST. Paul Hecht, Teri Keane, Jada
 
Rowland, Ian Martin
 
WRITER. lam Martin
 
1/28/82---"Dickens of' Scotland Yard"
 

Author Charles Dickens tries his
 
hand at solving crime.
 

e Grant, 

Mary~s moods flutter from PetUlancy Reel	 #121 - (1800') by J. Ccllir.sto euphoria after awakening from a All Red Ryder long slumber, in this dramatization 
of a true story. Reel #122 - (1800') by J. Collins 
CAST. Diana Kirkwood, Elspeth Eric" Adventure featuring Challenge
Mandel Kramer, Don Scardino of the Yukon 
WRITER: Elspeth Eric Reel	 #123 - (1200') P. Komada Jr. 
2/4/82---"Vanity and Jane" Dimsnion X "Courtesy"


A sculptor has trouble on his
 7/26/51
hands when an attractive woman moves Dimension X "The Veldt" 
next door for the summer. 8/9/51
CAST. Marian Seldes, Paul Hecht, Escape "The Man Who Won the War" 
Ralph Bell Escape "The Abominable Snowman" 
WRITER. G. Frederic Lewis Beyond Midnight "Under the H8:'p

Tree"	 .2/5/82---"The Cantankerous Ghost" 
Beyond Midn~ht "Something 0.1An antiquated spirit returns to His Mind"the site of his old home to save its Mysterious Traveler "Strangedestiny. new WorldCAST. Marian Seldes, Lloyd Battista, 

Evie Juster, Earl Hammond Mysterious Traveler "Planet 
WRITER. Bob Juhren Zevius" 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

liSTEN IN! 
5:30 P. M. 

TO 

"Maud 'and 
Cousin Bill" 

Booth Tarkington 
(Aatbor at '"1!Ie'vea&eea.'" aa4 

"Penrad") 

OVER 

STATION W1BX 
DAILY EXOEPT
 

SATURDAY AND 8UNDAlC
 

"Kemosahe, if you insist on being a masked m,an 
may I .SlIggest a different 1nask/" ' 
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boon hit and everyone was putting OU! BUI 
recordings. I picked up a lot that were and JI 
avanabte Then, many of the outlets for 
the old radro shows shut down but 
Keenan said, "I ran across a little shop 
on Lark Street rn Albany I Nostalgia 
and All That Jazz . and I began to buy 
records and tapes there" 

Todav. 40 vears after he hrst sal 
down ul front o( a big, dark. box LOhsten 
to Charlie Chan. Hop Harrigan. BIg 
Town WIthSteve WIlsonof the Illustrat
ed Press and others. hiS collection IS 
large 

In the '50s, "the quality of radio had 
begun to wane.' Keenan said "Televt
sion was making inroads Some good 
shows. such as Gunsmoke. WIth Wil
liam Conrad. were still being intro
duced to radio audiences but many 
other programs were entenng 'rerun 
status.' 

"Few made the transition from radio 
to TV with the great success of The 
Jack Benny Sho",·, but many attempted 
II and developed a new follo~'ing 01 
fans .. 

There were problems. however For 
Instance. he said. Jay Jostyn played 
.\1r Drstrtct Attome\' on radio He had 
a strong. mature voice. which opened 
the program with Ihe words·' and 11 
shall be my duty as DIstrict Arter
nev 

FAMILIAR VOICES - Banke" Trust Vice President with the public dunng • 
John Keenan shares his collection of old radio shows Bob Cudmore Contact 

returns 'Golden Age' to new generation of en 

his voice to radio's grl 

i'ebruary~ 

He lends 
Banker's hobby 

By Grace O'Connor 
St." Wri,., 

Neither Tom Mix nor Johnny Dollar 
has ever dropped by Bankers Trust in 
Albany, where Vice President John 
Keenan has his offices. but from time to 
time their voices are heard there, 

Keenan remembers arranging his 
school and homework schedule during 
the "Golden Age of Radio" to accom
modate his favorite programs. Sow, 
with seven children of his own, most of 
whom would rather watch television 
than listen to the radio, Keenan can no 
longer turn on a dial to bnng in old 
friends 

Boston BJack.ie, The Fatcon. The 
Green Hornetand, his lavortte.Mr. Dis
trict Attorney,can only be recalled to 
life through records and tapes. 

"It's the great alternative to televi
sion." he said. "It's not all laid out 
before you, Radio is a good exercise for 
your imagination." 

And so Keenan, through an unexpect
ed opportunity, began sharing his 
interest tn old radio shows with a 
modem radio audience - the listeners 
of theBob Cudmore Contscmhow, heard 
weeknights on radio station we Y. 

It was an appropriate place to expose 
a new generation to the drama, thrills 
and excitement of shows like I Love A 
Mystery, The Lone Ranger. Sergeanl 
Prestonof theYukonand the Lux Radio 
Theater. featuring such stars as Hum
phrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall re
creating original movie roles. 

Keenan, vice president in charge of 
marketing, advertising and research 
for Bankers Trust, said of the first four 
shows presented: "I know a lot 01shut
ms listen to the show. I like to share 
this. I don't get anything (monetary) 
for it, but if I can bring sunshine into 
someone's ltle. it's all worthwhile." 

Keenan had escorted a visiting digni
tary from the New York office of 
Bankers Trust to Wey last January to 
appear on the Contact program. During 
news breaks, Keenan began to talk with 
Cudmore and. quite naturally, got into 
adiscussion of his large collection of old 
radio shows on records and tape and his 
vast knowledge of the subject 

The Invitation to participate in the 
station's 59th anniversary show was 
issued, followed by another a week 
later, then another. until four were 
done 

He concentrated on various categor
ies of old radio shows during each 
program, including comedians, dramas 
and adventure. In a four-hour Hallow
een special, Keenan revived not the 
infamous Orson Welles War of the 
Worlds, but the very first of the 

Mercury Theater senes. Dracula with 
Welles In the title role 

With Welles were Agnes Moorehead 
who is remembered for one of the all
time memorable radio performances In 
Sorry, Wrong.'\Iumberon Suspense, and 
Ray Collms who went on to play Lt 
Tragg In Perry .\Jason on television 

Keenan has a theory about Warof the 
Worlds, in which Welles was sard to 
have terrorized listeners WIththe reali
ty of his reportmg of a Martian 
invasion. He said the show was not 
heard by as many people as the media 
at that time reported 

"It was on CBS opposite Edgar 
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy who had 
been on SBC a long time and they had 
Sunday night audiences locked in." he 
said. ''J have never met anyone who 
heard it cthe Welles' program), and I 
have a feeling a lot of people were 
listening to Edgar Bergen that night." 

Keenan's interest in reviving old 
shows began in the '60s. when he 
happened on a magazine advertisement 
while waiting for a haircut. It said he 
could buy a six-record set via mall 
containing excerpts of old radio pro
grams narrated by Jack Benny. He 

. bought it and was hooked once again on 
the programs that had captured his 
Imagination in his formative years 

A short while later... the nostalgia 
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his voice to radio's great plays
He lends 

returns 'Golden Age' to new generation of enthused listeners 
Banker's hobby 

ByGraceO'Connor 
!t.H WrlNr
 

Neither Tom Mil(nor Johnny Dollar
 
has ever dropped by Bankers Trust in
 
Albany, where Vice President John
 
Keenan has his offices. but from time to
 
time their voices are heard there
 

Keenan remembers arranging hIS
 
school and homework schedule during
 
the "Golden Age of Radio" to accom

modate his favorite programs. Now.
 
with seven children of his own, most of
 
whom would rather watch television
 
than listen to the radio. Keenan can no 
longer turn on a dial to bring in old 
friends
 

Boston Blackie, The F'alcon. The
 
Green Hornetand. his tavorite.Mr. Dis

trict Attorney.can only be recalled to
 
life through records and tapes.
 

"Irs the great alternative to televi

sion." he said. "It's not all laid out
 
before you. Radio is a good exercise for
 
your imagination,"
 

And 50 Keenan, through an unexpect

ed opportunity. bega n sharing his
 
interest in old radio shows with a
 
moclem radio audience - the listeners
 
of theBobCudmore Contacmhow, heard 
weeknighlS on radio station WGY. 

It was an appropriate place toexpose 
a new generation to the drama, thrills Mercury Theater series. Dracula with boon hit and everyone was putung out But when the show went to televrsion 
and excitement of shows like I Love A Welles in the title role recordings. I picked up a lot that were and Jostyn was seen. "the credrbuuy 
Mystery. The Lone Ranger. Sergeanl With Welles were Agnes Moorehead available Then. manv of the outlets for was gone .. He Simply looked too young 
Preston of the Yukon and the Lux Radio who is remembered for one of the all the old radio shows shut down but to be convincing In the role 1l was 
Theater, featuring such stars as Hum time memorable radio performances in Keenan said. "I ran across a unle shop given to David Bnan. an actor With 
phrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall re Sorry. Wrong .Vumberon Suspense.and on Lark Street m Albany I Nostalgia white half who looked as distinguished 
creating original movie roles, Ray Ccllms who went on to play Lt and All That Jazz I and I began to buy as radio listeners had Imagined 

Keenan, vice president in charge of Tragg in Perry _Uason on television records and tapes there" Radio's golden age - the days when 
marketing, advertising and research Keenan has a theory about War of the Today. 40 years after he first sat \1a Perkins solved the problems of her 
for Bankers Trust. said of the first four Worlds. m which Welles was said to do""n m from of a big. dark box to usten world from an office at the lumber 
shows presented: "I know a lot of shut have terrorized listeners with the reah 10 Charlie Chan. Hop Harrigan. BIg yard. and Helen Trent survived being 
ins listen to the show, I like to share ty of hrs reporting of a Martian Tovvn WIthSteve Wilson of the Illustrat dally "dashed against the rocks of 
this. I don't get anything (monetary) invasion. He said the show was not ed Press and others. his collecuon IS despair" - may never return. But 

largefor it. but if 1 can bring sunshine into heard by as many people as the media remnants remain, The CBS Mysler.' 
someone's life, it's all worthwhile," at that time reported. In the '50s... the quality of radio had Theater. heard locally on WROW at 

Keenan had escorted a visiting digni ..It was on CBS opposite Edgar begun to wane," Keenan said. "Televi 11'05 pm weeknights, is the only 
tary from the New York office of Bergen and Charlie McCarthy who had sion was making inroads. Some good successful entry Into dramatic radio m 
Bankers Trust to WGY last January to been on NBC a long time and they had shows, such as Gunsmoke. with wn recent years 
appear on the Contactprogram. During Sunday night audiences locked in," he Iiam Conrad. were still being intro

"It Will never come back m
newsbreaks. Keenan began to talk with said. "I have never met anyone who duced to radio audiences but manv 

strength:' said Keenan, "but It Will
Cudmore and, quite naturally, got into heard it (the Welles' program), and I other programs were entering 'rerun 
a discussion of his large collection of old ~ave a feeling a lot of people were 

always be appreciated on a limited 
baSIS.. 

status' 
radio shows on records and tape and his listening to Edgar Bergen that night." "Few made the transition from radio 
vast knowledge of the subject. Keenan's interest in reviving old to TV with the great success of Tht' It ISfor those who care to [om him In 

The invitation to participate in the shows began in the '60s. when he Jack Benny Show, but many attempted recapturing the special enchantment of 
station's 59th anniversary show was happened on a magazine advertisement It and developed a new following of old radio one more time, that Keenan 

fans"issued, followed by another a week while waiting for a haircut. It said he Willpresent with Cudmore a five-hour 

There were problems. however Forlater. then another. until four were could buy a six-record set via mail revival of favorite Christmas shows 

Instance. he said, Jay Jostyn playeddone. containing excerpts of old radio pro from 7 [0 12p m on Dec. 2~ on WGY 
He concentrated on various categor .Ur Drstnct Atlorne\' on radio He had grams narrated by Jack Benny. He 

bought it and was hooked once again on Recalling old radro for 1981 audiences 
ies of old radio shows during each a strong. mature voice. whrcb opened might seem to create a parnculartcthe programs that had captured hisprogram, including comedians, dramas the program with the words .: , and It heavy schedule for the banker. but. he Imagination in his formative yearsand adventure. In a four-hour Hallow shall be my duty as Dtstnct Attor saId with a smile. "it's fun." Just like 
een special, Keenan revived not the A short while later... the nostalgia ney. radio was when he was a kid 
infamous Orson Welles War of the
 
Worlds. but the very first of the
 

sr.trptlOtDby Tom uPDlnl 

FAMILIAR VOICES - Bankers Trust Vice President With the public dUring a guest appearance on WGY's 
John Keenan shares his COllection of old radio shows Bob Cudmore Contact a radiO call-in show 
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Congratulations to the new officers of The Old Time Radio Club, as the 
club begins its eighth year. 

President. Jerry Collins
 
Vice-President. Dick Simpson
 
Secretary. Ed Wanat
 
Treasurer. Doll Parisi
 
Board of Directors: Dick Olday


Pete Bellanca 
Chuck Seeley 
Ken Krug 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
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them reeling. With a swing of his the 
arms, he caught the other two and mat 
flattened them to the floor. the 

Just then, there was the en- guir
couraging sound of shouts. Car- par( 
stair's servants, three in number, didn 
had pounded Terry enough. Hearing 
plenty of gunfire, they decided 
they were needed, and were coming. 

All this was going on in a set 
ting so weirdly lurid, that it was 
difficult to believe it real. Men 
were like specters and felt it. The 
mere loss of a hold upon another 
struggler made him seem to melt into 
nothingness. Terry could testify 
to that, for he had benefitted from 
it. 

Despite the beating that the 
servants had tried to give him, he 
was on his feet and only slightly 
dazed. What bewildered him most 
was the medley of fighters down by 
the study, grotesque creatures all, 
who weaved and faded as the images
of a dream. The effect of the blink
ing light was even more pronounced 
than on the occasions when Terry had 
previously seem it in action. 

Only two fighters could fully
find themselves amid that unreal mist 
of light and dark: The Shadow and 
The Blur. They were clear of the 
occupying strugglers, 

, The Shadow was coming up from 
the floor, where two shaky foemen 
were frantically crawling away. The 
Blur was wresting himself from the 
clutches of the men he had sought 
to rob. 

The Blur realed in The Shadow's 
direct~on. For the moment, a direct 
meeting seemed certain. The Blur's 
groggy henChmen were grappling with 
Carstair's servants, forming a cor
don that allowed a perfect dueling 
ground for The Shadow and the Blur. a fe'

Then, before The Shadow could Doone
quite reach his feet, the Blur shift  ward,'
ed direction. His stagger became a the d,
dive. He took a route where blink hard
ing lights beckoned into Carstair's 
study: face.

A shout came, in Carstair's it 10,
booming voice: 

"He's gone after the money: Blur,
Stop him:" kille

Carstair meant that shout for up thThe Shadow. Well did Carstair know wi.ndo
the danger and recognize that it doorwould take someone more capable than courshimself to deal with the Blur. Shade

As Carstair shouted, The Sha he wa 
dow saw him identifying him by his 
bulky size. But whlre Carstair offen
hesitated, there was a man who did them 
not. shoutWellwood plunged for the study these
door. Pitifully small and crablike Shado 
there was no mistaking him. The tacti 
ShadOW knew why Wellwood was after Shade 

CHAPTER IX 
CHANGE MURDER 

Doom to crime: 
Such was the threat behind The 

Shadow's laugh, and his opponents
knew it. They blazed furiously, fran
tically with their guns, hoping to 
find The Shadow somewhere in the arti 
ficial twili~ht, which was proving 
better for h~ than for them. 

They did find him, but not with 
bullets. 

Very SUddenly, The Shadow bobbed 
up in the midst of the shooters, 
swinging hard and speedily with a gun.
They realized then, too late, how 
their cloaked antagonists had tricked 
them. 

Diving at the finish of a shift, 
TheShadow had taken the one route 
where he couldn't possibly be seen, 
sven as a sketchy outline. Along the 
floor, he was as good as invisible, 
with the echoes of his laugh persist 
ing from the hallway behind him. He 
had clouded the minds of his foeman; 
the hazy setting which they preferred 
for crime was the very measure of 
their undoing:

Even the Blur was fooled. Know
ing that his followers weren't getting 
results, he swung away from the help
less trio that he covered and tried 
to blast The Shadow. The Blur was 
firing at empty space, when the scuffle 
at his elbow told him that The Shadow 
was in the midst of the firing squad, 
slugging them down: 

The Shadow wanted to take the 
Blur. Had Carstair's servants come 
piling in at that moment, as The 
Shadow fully expected, crime would 
have met its finish. The Shadow 
had paved the way for the reserves, 
and was ready to leave the Blur's 
bewildered men to them. 

But the servants didn't come. 
They had stopped to play hide-and
seek with Terry. The Shadow had to 
keep on slugging at the men about 
him, so they couldn't insert a close
=ngefiN.

Still, The Shadow did not lack 
assistance. 

Famous for his headlong plunges, 
The Shadow always came up with some
thing more, proving that he always 
looked ahead, even in the midst of 
hair-trigger action. When The 
Shadow found breaks, he had usually 
planned them himself, though it might 
be upon the instant; moreover, his 
plans were frequently double-barreled. 

Though sure that the servants 
would arrive with Terry, The Shadow 
had an alternative, the three men at 
the door. He'd pulled the Blur away 
from them, and they acted as expected 
They went for the Blur in a body.

It wasn't the way ~he Shadow 
wanted it, but it was proving good 
enough. His job, now, was to handle 
the tribe and leave the bigshot to 
Carstair and his fellow financiers. 
There were five men with the Blur, 
and The Shadow had sent three of 
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The Shadow wanted to take the 
Blur. Had Carstair's servants come 
piling in at that moment, as The 
Shadow fully expected, crime would 
have met its finish. The Shadow 
had paved the way for the reserves, 
and was ready to leave the Blur's 
bewildered men to them. 

But the servants didn't come. 
They had stopped to play hide-and
seek with Terry. The Shadow had to 
keep on slugging at the men about 
him, so they couldn't insert a close
range fire. 

Still, The Shadow did not lack 
assistance. 

Famous for his headlong plunges, 
The Shadow always came up with some
thing more, proving that he always 
looked ahead, even in the midst of 
hair-trigger action. When The 
Shadow found breaks, he had usually 
planned them himself, though it might 
be upon the instant; moreover, his 
plans were frequently double-barreled. 

Though sure that the servants 
would arrive with Terry, The Shadow 
had an alternative, the three men at 
the door. He'd pulled the Blur away 
from them, and they acted as expected 
They went for the Blur in a body. 

It wasn't the way ~he Shadow 
wanted it, but it was proving good 
enough. His job, now, was to handle 
the tribe and leave the bigshot to 
Carstair and his fellow financiers. 
There were five men with the Blur, 
and The Shadow had sent three of 
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them reeling. with a swing of his 
arms, he caught the other two and 
flattened them to the floor. 

Just then, there was the en
couraging sound of shouts. Car-
stair's servants, three in number, 
had pounded Terry enough. Hearing 
plenty of gunfire, they decided 
they were needed, and were coming. 

All this was going on in a set 
ting so weirdly lurid, that it was 
difficult to believe it real. Men 
were like specters and felt it. The 
mere loss of a hold upon another 
struggler made him seem to melt into 
nothingness. Terry could testify 
to that, for he had benefitted from 
it. 

Despite the beating that the 
servants had tried to give him, he 
was on his feet and only slightly 
dazed. What bewildered him most 
was the medley of fighters down by 
the study, grotesque creatures all, 
who weaved and faded as the images 
of a dream. The effect of the blink
ing light was even more pronounced 
than on the occasions when Terry had 
previously seem it in action. 

Only two fighters could fUlly 
find themselves amid that unreal mist 
of light and dark: The Shadow and 
The Blur. They were clear of the 
occupying strugglers. 

The Shadow was coming up from 
the floor, where two shaky foemen 
were frantically craWling away. The 
Blur was wresting himself from the 
clutches of the men he had sought 
to rob. 

The Blur realed in The Shadow's 
directDon. For the moment, a direct 
meeting seemed certain. The Blur's 
groggy henchmen were grappling with 
Carstair's servants, forming a cor
don that allowed a perfect dueling 
ground for The Shadow and the Blur. 

Then, before The Shadow could 
quite reach his feet, the Blur shift 
ed direction. His stagger became a 
dive. He took a route where blink
ing lights beckoned into carstair's 
study:

A shout came, in Carstair's 
booming voice: 

"He's gone after the money: 
Stop him:" 

Carstair meant that shout for 
The Shadow. Well did Carstair know 
the danger and recognize that it 
would take someone more capable than 
himself to deal with the Blur. 

As Carstair shouted, The Sha
dow saw him identifying him by his 
bulky size. Butwhere Carstair 
hesitated, there was a man who did 
not. 

Wellwood plunged for the study 
door. Pitifully small and crablike 
there was no mistaking him. The 
Shadow knew why Wellwood was after 

the Blur. Having mentioned the 
matter of tonight's conferer.ce arid 
the stake involved, Wellwood had ~ 

guilty conscience and fele it his 
part to make amends. But Wellwood 
didn't reach the study. 

The Shadow stopped him short of 
the door, carrying him in a long 
roll down the hall. This wasn·t 
Wellwood's task any more than Car-
stair's. The Blur would keep until 
The Shadow stalked him. Bad business 
on Wellwood' s part, holding up T·,e 
Shadow's coming quest of the Blur. 
But it wasn't enough, in itself, to 
damage the situation. 

Not serious in itself, b~t it 
paved the way to something worse. 
The strange thing that happened to 
Wellwood--the way he was plucked by 
blackness amid the intermittent light 
and flung amazingly away from the 
study door--should have discouraged 
other persons from attempting the 
same foolhardy process. However, 
it didn't. 

As The Shadow swung around to 
make his own drive, another man flung 
in ahead of him. The man was Doone, 
the second of Carstair's associates. 
Erect, even when lunging, Doone was 
easily identified. The sickly car
nation in his buttonhole was the 
final point that made The Shadow sure 
that it was Doone. 

As Cranston, The Shadow had met 
Doone often at the club. Doone al 
ways sported the pink flower. 

Doone, of all persons, shouldn't 
have played the fool, but he was 
doing it. Having a longer start than 
Wellwood, he was through the door 
before The Shadow could reach him. 
Sharply, a revolver spoke from in
side the room. 

Arriving, The Shadow was only 
a few feet from the threshold when 
Doone's figure took a long flop for
ward. Even before the victim struck, 
the door was slashing shut, flung 
hard by the Blur. 

The door slammed in The Shadow's 
face. Its latch being automatic, 
it locked. 

Doone was dead, murdered by the 
Blur, as Tex Winthorp had been. The 
killer's next move would be to bundle 
up the cash, yank open a shuttered 
window, and flee. Demolishing the 
door might take too long. The best 
course was to cut off the Blur. The 
Shadow turned to start; instantly, 
he was slammed back against the door. 

Carstair's servants were the 
offenders. Albert's cry had brought 
them Terry's way; now, Carstair's 
shout to "Stop him:" was throwing 
these misguided fighters upon The 
Shadow. It took hard, twisting 
tactics to shake them off, but The 
Shadow managed it. However, it was 

6
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all at the cost of valuable time. 
Melting suddenly, The Shadow 

was off through the hallway. The 
Blur's men had profited by the 
melee to make a staggery exit. 
They'd lost Some of their guns and 
the servants must have picked them 
up, for shots followed The Shadow's 
dash. 

Terry ducked for the closet and 
heard The Shadow swish safely past. 
The only man who lost out, was 
Albert. 

Thinking the other servants 
were after the Blur, he sprang in 
to stop them. Seeing him coming at 
them, the loyal servants let him 
have it. Albert went down, thorough
ly riddled. It was what he deserved, 
but it meant the loss of a star wit
ness against the Blur. 

Thought of that prompted Terry 
to do something he had overlooked 
before. He reached for the knob of 
the blinker device On the closet 
shelf and turned it. Flickers 
ended, bringing a steady glow, in 
which the servants recognized Albert 
as their victim and stopped, quite 
stunned. 

Cutting out from the closet, 
Terry headed cellar ward. There 
he snatched the device that he had 
planted on the dummy switch and 
stuffed it into the satche]. The 
way things had gone, Terry didn't 
want his Own part known. 

Meanwhile, The Shadow, coming 
from the side door, ran squarely 
into Margo, who held a flashlight. 
She gave a startled gasp as the 
cloaked figure loomed before her; 
then a gloved hand had clutched her 
arm, and she heard The Shadow's 
whispered query: 

"Which way did the Blur go?" 
"Over there, I think:" Margo 

gestured toward the rear of the 
lawn with the flashlight, which 
The Shadow promptly smothered."But 
he wasn't alone---U 

"Get back to the car," interpos
ed The Shadow. His tone was totally 
unlike Cranston's. "Drive into 
town. On the way, phone Commission
er Weston at Dawson's. Tell him what 
happened here." 

The Shadow was gone, so swiftly 
that darkness seemed to absorb him. 
Dashing back to the coupe, Margo 
sprang behind the wheel and started 
the motor. As she did, her head
lights showed a car spurt away from 
the other side of the house. 

It might be the Blur: 
In that case, Margo was wrong, 

She'd seen the wrong batch of fugi
tives, and The Shadow ought to know 
about it. Margo hesitated, wonder
ing if she could possibly overtake 
The Shadow and inform him. Her 

hesitation ended when a man swung 
into the coupe beside her and cover
ed her with a revolver. 

It was Terry Radnor. The gun 
was Albert's, and it happened to be 
empty, a fact that Margo didn't 
know. She was startled, moreover, 
at recognizing Terry as the young 
man who had gone into Tex's office 
that night when the Blur had struck 
at the century Casino. 

"Get going," ordered Terry cooly, 
"and don't try any funny business: 
We're following that bunch in the 
car ahead. So make it speedy." 

Margo obeyed. The Shadow had 
taken one trail, and she was taking 
the other. Which would lead to the 
Blur, she did not know, but she had 
her hopes. Considering that Terry 
might have had a hand in crime, 
Margo hoped that The Shadow would be 
the One to find the Blur: 

CHAPTER X 
THE SHADOW'S TRAIL 

The Shadow was out of sight of 
Margo's car before Terry reached it. 
Not only did he travel rapidly; he 
had been forced to pick an opening 
through a high hedge at the rear of 
Carstair's lawn. 

Using a little flashlight, which 
he handled in a guarded fashion that 
would have amazed Margo. The Shadow 
spotted another patch of broken 
hedge, through which the fugitives 
had gone. 

H~ also picked up a path that 
led through trees, toward a downward 
slope. It was easy enough to figure 
where it led. Carstair's house was 
close to Long Island Sound. This 
path was a route to the water. 

Considering Carstair's wealth 
and the size of the estate, The Sha
dow looked for a boathouse, rather 
than a mere wharf or a simple bath
ing beach. 

It wasn't long before the boat
house loomed from a heavy mist 
which shrouded the Sound. The strug
gling light of a half moon threw a 
very hazy pallor on the scene. The 
Shadow couldn't see any men around 
the boathouse, but he could hear 
them. 

They were going inside, and as 
The Shadow skirted toward the shore, 
he saw that the boathouse was built 
high. The craft that they were 
using was beneath the building, and 
with the fog increasing off shore, 
there wouldn't be any chance to 
follow it if it got started. So 
The Shadow approached from the land 
side, found the door that the es
caping crooks had used. 

The door was bolted, but it 
gave enough to emit a crack of 
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light. This was no time for wasted Be 
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ceremony. The Shadow pressed a gun reach h 
muzzle squarely against the bolt and boathon 
pulled the trigger. The bolt came Li 
loose, a large chunk of wood with it. crooks w 
The bolt' s clatter, when it hit the the liJne, 
far wall, was louder than the thud did more 
of the bullet that preceded it. popped 

Figures came lunging at The like a 
Shadow the moment he rlung himself was righ 
through with the door. They were coming, 
brawny men, roughly clad, who looked tonic t 
as if their main job had been to Th, 
bring the boat here. reached 

As he grappled with the pair, thought 
The Shadow saw a wide opening in footed. 
the floor, beneath it the boat, about for he 
to start. More important than the trap whe 
boat were the men in it. startli 

They ducked away as they saw though, 
The Shadow, becauce"Rey didn't 'want floor sh 
their faces to be seen. Those who backward 
ducked were in the stern of the boat; No 
there were probably others up ahead stood th 
who didn't have to duck, ~ecause The but The 
Shadow couldn't see the bow. the leve 

Of the duckers, The Shadow spot- Bullets 
ted just one. He was a stoop- barrage, 
shouldered man who seemed of some im- ~e knew 
portance, the way the others made had fini 
room for him. His face was chinless, light th 
colorless, but the eyes that darted fall-awa 
at The Shadow weren't the sort that He 
belonged to a mere fugitive. when the 

They were beady eyes, more vi- along th 
cious than startled. Even as he gun woul 
turned his face away, the man was ment cam 
tugging for a gun. Perhaps he thought If 
that The Shadow, busy with two brui- The 
sers, hadn't gotten a good look at A roar f 
him. If he so believed, the man was marked t 
wrong. motor. 

In one glimpse, The Shadow had ing they 
taken in the full facial characteris- in the b 
tics of Hector Dunvin, the man who saw the 
had visited Tex Winthorp and pretended first en 
to be an electrician--which he prob- through 
ably was. For Dunvin had remained in The 
Tex's office that night, and was un- must hay 
questionably the man who had placed there wa 
the blinker gadget there. whirring, 

It flashed to The Shadow that swash, t, 
Dunvin might be the Blur. His color- away. 
less face was certainly one that would The, 
profit by any kind of uncertain light, the sturn' 
to the extent where it would be hard he was g 
to recognize. In scrambling forward might be 
in the boat, the man was stooping in worse, td 
a fashion that somewhat suited the that the' 
Blur. The Shad 

In their madness to get away leader h~ 
from sight, Dunvin and his companions Whether 
were playing right into The Shadow's thing, wa 
hands. Sideswiping the two huskies Blur had, 
who grappled him, The Shadow sprawled very cann 
one across the other and made a spring Sin~ 
toward the opening to the floor be- was soli 
low which confusion reigned. side to 

But that chaos was deceptive. He could 
It was but the prelude to a turn of but there 
events against The Shadow. I boat. It 
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hesitation ended when a man swung 
into the coupe beside her and cover
ed her with a revolver. 

It was Terry Radnor. The gun 
was Albert's, and it happened to be 
empty, a fact that Margo didn't 
know. She was startled, moreover, 
at recognizing Terry as the young 
man who had gone into Tex's office 
that night when the Blur had struck 
at the century Casino. 

"Get going," ordered Terry cooly, 
"and don't try any funny business: 
We're following that bunch in the 
car ahead. So make it speedy." 

Margo obeyed. The Shadow had 
taken one trail, and she was taking 
the other. Which would lead to the 
Blur, she did not know, but she had 
her hopes. Considering that Terry 
might have had a hand in crime, 
Margo hoped that The Shadow would be 
the one to find the Blur: 

CHAPTER X 
THE SHADOW'S TRAIL 

The Shadow was out of sight of 
Margo's car before Terry reached it. 
Not only did he travel rapidly; he 
had been forced to pick an opening 
through a high hedge at the rear of 
Carstair's lawn. 

Using a little flashlight, which 
he handled in a guarded fashion that 
would have amazed Margo. The Shadow 
spotted another patch of broken 
hedge, through which the fugitives 
had gone. 

H~ also picked up a path that 
led through trees, toward a downward 
slope. It was easy enough to figure 
where it led. Carstair's house was 
close to Long Island Sound. This 
path was a route to the water. 

Considering Carstair's wealth 
and the size of the estate, The Sha
dow looked for a boathouse, rather 
than a mere wharf or a simple bath
ing beach. 

It wasn't long before the boat
house loomed from a heavy mist 
which shrouded the Sound. The strug
gling light of a half moon threw a 
very hazy pallor on the scene. The 
Shadow couldn't see any men around 
the boathouse, but he could hear 
them. 

They were going inside, and as 
The Shadow skirted toward the shore, 
he saw that the boathouse was built 
high. The craft that th~y ~ere 
using was beneath the bUlldlng, and 
with the fog increasing off shore, 
there wouldn't be any chance to 
follow it if it got started. So 
The Shadow approached from the land 
side, found the door that the es
caping crooks had used. 

The door was bolted, but it 
gave enough to emit a crack of 
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light. This was no time for wasted 
ceremony. The Shadow pressed a gun 
muzzle squarely against the bolt and 
pulled the trigger. The bolt came 
loose, a large chunk of wood with it. 
The bolt's clatter, when it hit the 
far wall, was louder than the thud 
of the bullet that preceded it. 

Figures came lunging at The 
Shadow the moment he flung himself 
through with the door. They were 
brawny men, roughly clad, who looked 
as if their main job had been to 
bring the boat here. 

As he grappled with the pair, 
The Shadow saw a wide opening in 
the floor, beneath it the boat, about 
to start. More important than the 
boat were the men in it. 

They ducked away as they saw 
The Shadow, beca~e'~Rey,~idn't'want 
their faces to be seen. Those who 
ducked were in the stern of the boat; 
there were probably others up ahead 
who didn't have to duck, oecause The 
Shadow couldn't see the bow. 

Of the duckers, The Shadow spot
ted just one. He was a stoop-
shouldered man who seemed of some im
portance, the way the others made 
room for him. His face was Chinless, 
colorless, but the eyes that darted 
at The Shadow weren't the sort that 
belonged to a mere fugitive. 

They were beady eyes, more vi
cious than startled. Even as he 
turned his face away, the man was 
tugging for a gun. Perhaps he thought 
that The Shadow, busy with two brui
sers, hadn't gotten a good look at 
him. If he so believed, the man was 
wrong. 

In one glimpse, The Shadow had 
taken in the full facial characteris
tics of Hector Dunvin, the man who 
had visited Tex Winthorp and pretended 
to be an electrician--which he prob
ably was. For Dunvin had remained in 
Tex's office that night, and was un
questionably the man who had placed 
the blinker gadget there. 

It flashed to The Shadow that 
Dunvin might be the Blur. His color
less face was certainly one that would 
profit by any kind of uncertain light, 
to the extent where it would be hard 
to recognize. In scrambling forward 
in the boat, the man was stooping in 
a faShion that somewhat suited the 
Blur. 

In their madness to get away 
from sight, Dunvin and his companions 
were playing right into The Shadow's 
hands. Sideswiping the two huskies 
who grappled him, The Shadow sprawled 
one across the other and made a spring 
toward the opening to the floor be
low which confusion reigned. 

But that chaos waS deceptive. 

I Before the cloaked fighter could 
I reach his goal, the lights in the 

boathouse blinked: 
Like the wink of a magic eye, 

crooks were full about. This was 
I the limelight they preferred. It 

did more than rally them. One man 
popped up from the stern of the boat 
like a human jaCk-in-the-box. Another 
was right behind him; then all were 
coming, imbued with the fighting 
tonic that the Blur had provided. 

They were shooting be~ore they 
reached the floor level, and they 
thought they had The Shadow flat
footed. In a sense, they did have, 
for he was right at the edge of the 
trap when the lights took their 
startling change. He could twist, 
though, and he did, hitting the 
floor shoulder first, taking a roll 
backward, away from the danger zone. 

No human target could have with
stood the rapid coughs of those guns, 
but The Shadow was fortunately below 
the level of the upward-angled fire. 
Bullets whined past him like a 
barrage, and he took a farther roll. 
He knew that the gunners thought they 
had finished him, for in the blurry 
light they couldn't have seen his 
fall-away. 

He wanted to be ready for them, 
when they poked up higher to shoot 
along the level of the floor. His 
gun would talk first, when that mo
ment came. 

If it came, was better. 
The moment didn't come at all. 

A roar from beneath the boathouse 
marked the sudden starting of the 
motor. Shooters dropped back, think
ing they'd done their task. Vaguely, 
in the blinking light, The Shadow 
saw the two stumble-bums that he had 
first encountered pitching frantically 
through the trapdoor. 

They smroke<l in midair, but they 
must have landed in the boat, for 
there wasn't any splash. Instead, a 
Whirring, followed by an echoing 
swash, told that the speedboat was 
away. 

The Shadow might have clipped 
the stumblers when they went, but 
he was glad that he desisted. It 
might be better, and certainly not 
worse, to let the Blur's crew think 
that they had really disposed of 
The Shadow, particularly if their 
leader happened to be with them. 
Whether the Blur would fall for the 
thing, was another question. The 
Blur had, so far, proven himself 
very canny. 

Since the front of the boathouse 
was solid, The Shadow had to go out
side to look for the fugitive craft. 
He could hear its motor dwindling, 

It was but the prelude to a turn of but there wasn't any sign of the 
i events against The Shadow. boat. It had sliced off through 

I
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tLe fog, and the gre;r-bl>;ck mist had I an unexpected look in,that direction. 
instantly closed behlnd It. 

Something singular had occured, 
however, with the fugitives' depar
tur-e . The lights in the boathouse 
weren't blinking any longer. They 
were off. 

Ei ther a wire that controlled 
them hadgpne with the boat, or the 
Blur had used some short-wave device 
that produced blink at close range. 
The Shadow considered the latter un
likely, but did not wholly reject it. 

He was quite sure that the Blur 
had many cute ways of producing
blinks, a point to remember in the 
future. For crime would be getting 
tougher for the master crook, each 
time he tried to repeat it. The 
Shadow, personally, would see that 
it became tougher. 

It was seldom that The Shadow 
met with an enforced respite so soon 
after an event of crime. There was 
no use staying at the deserted boat
house, and no craft was available 
for a chase which offered but a tri
fling chance of success, even if 
undertaken. 

As for mobsters who might have 
fled another way, probably by car, 
it was now too late to go after them. 
It might be that The Shadow has missed 
a better opportunity, perhaps the 
trail of the Blur himself. 

So the Shadow took the only 
course that remained. He went back 
to Carstair's house and entered it 
unnoticed. Servants were scouring 
the grounds with lights, but none 
was in the house itself. The place 
was like the calm center of a storm, 
particularly the study. 

Looking into the lighted room, 
The Shadow saw two men, too engrossed 
in their mutual sorrow to observe 
him at the door. 

The two men were James Carstair 
and Thomas Wellwood. To their credit, 
they weren't moaning over the loss 
of the fortune that the Blur had 
taken with him. Their grief was in
spired by the body of Roger Doone, 
which lay on the floor betweem them. 

Slightly below the pink carna
tion in the dead man's buttonhole was 
a stain of blood. The Blur's bullet 
had found Doone's heart. 

"Poor Doone," Wellwood was say
ing. "He didn't have a chance: If 
only he hadn't copied my example:"

"Albert's case was even sadder." 
Cars tail' shook his head. "To 1hink 
of how he stumbled right into the 
fire of those guns. I can't under
stand why the other servants were so 
hasty. " 

"Those lights unnerved them," 
asserted Wellwood. "It was bad in 
here, but even worse in the hall." 

Carstair nodded agreement. Men
tion of the hall caused him to dart 

He caught a chance gllmpse of some
thing black whisking from sight the 
edge of The Shadow's cloak. 

"He's back:" roared Car-s t a i r-, 
"The Blur is back, hoping to kill us:" 

Carstair grabbed the first avail
able weapon, wht ch jiappened ',,: be his 
cane. Wellwood seized a log that 
lay beside an open fireplace. Toget
her, they dashed out into the hall
way, to see the front door slamming. 
They followed, yanked the door open 
and reached the front porch, Well
wood's highpitched shouts joining
with Carstair's booms. 

Servants had found a car out 
front, with its motor still throbbing. 
It was another getaway car that 
crooks had not used, since so many 
of them had fled for the boathouse 
instead. The servants hadn't turned 
off the motor, for they had called 
the police, who told them to leave 
all evidence as it was. 

Turning toward the lighted 
porch, the servants did not see The 
Shadow, for by then he was in dark
ness. He popped up suddenly among
them, as he had done before. 

Flinging off the startled men 
who made belated grabs, The Shadow 
sprang into the car, slammed the door 
in their faces and yanked the machine 
into gear. He whipped the car away 
so fast that it was around the curve 
of the drive before a single man 
could fire after it. 

Facts were linking in The Sha
dow's mind as he sped the car toward 
town. He knew why the Blur had so 
easily picked off Doone in the arti
ficial gloom. Doone had provided a 
targe~ the pink carnation. Curiously,
that fitted with the death of Tex 
Winthorp. In Tex's case, a diamond 
shirt stud had served as a locater 
for the victim's heart. 

Another poin~ the Blur hadn't 
snatched that valuable diamond after 
killing Tex, which indicated that 
the unknown crook had his mind on 
cash, not gems. That put an odd 
twist on the Blur's threat to rob 
Dawson, the jeweler, at nine o'clock 
tonight. 

Such a point might have convin
ced Commissioner Weston that the 
Dawson case was a hoax, the opinion
voiced by both Lamont Cranston and 
Marvin Kelford, the stand-bys of the 
Cobalt Club. 

But was it entirely a hoax? 
The Shadow had inclined to the 

hoax idea, even when telling Margo 
Lane to phone Commissioner Weston 
and inform him of the crime at Car-
stair's. He was glad that he had, 
for with Weston gone, The Shadow 
would have a better chance to look 
over the scene at Dawson's. 

It might prove valuable, con
sidering that the ways of the Blur 
were many. Hoax or no hoax, some
thing might occur at Dawson's that 
would cloud the issue seriously. 
III consequences threatened, of a 
sort that only timely intervention 
could prevent. 

The Shadow knew: 
**** CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE **** 

ON PLAYING SHERLOCK HOLMES 
By. Basil Rathbone 

Reprint from RADIO VARIETIES, 
March, 1940 

Many persons ask me what is 
the difference in your feeling when 
you face the NBC microphone as 
Sherlock Holmes and when you face 
the camera. I would be only too 
willing to oblige them through
Radio Varieties except that there 
is really no difference. In either 
case, I feel Holmes to be as real 
as my Dr. Watson, Mr. Nigel Bruce. 

Like countless millions of 
Holmes' admirers throughout the 
world, I see him as a very part of 
old England. As I conceive him, 
any my concept may differ radically 
with those of Editor Wilton Rosen
thal's readers, Holmes was a man 
with tremendous powers of concentra
tion. His absorption in his calling 
was extraordinary. Very properly, 
he never associated with women; 
evinced no interest in them. (Ima
gine what a hell it would have been 
to be his wife:) He was not a neat 
man in his personal habits. He was 
inattentive as to minor details of 
dress and deportment. As we would 
say in America, "he just wouldn't 
be bothered". 

With all that, I often wonder 
myself why he became such a great 
beloved character to the English 
people who literally rose up in arms 
when his creator, the late Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, seeking to turn his 
talents to more serious writing,
killed him off in one of his stories. 
I think it's because he was a man of 
the people. He belonged to the man 
in the street. There is more than 
fiction in the statement which Sir 
Arthur attributed to one of his 
characters, that everyone in England 
slept better at night because Sher
lock Holmes was around. 

There is no other character in 
English literature quite like Sher
lock Holmes. There have been other 
great detectives in fiction, of 
course, but somehow they have never 
been able to get hold of the imagin
ation as has Holmes. There is Philo 
Vance, for instance, whose exploits 
have been read by millions in the 
books of S. S. Van Dine. I played 
him 'once on the screen, but somehow, 
I had the feeling he was a little 
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an unexpected look in that direction. 
He caught a chance glimpse of some
thing black whisking from sight the 
edge of The Shadow's cloak. 

"He's back:" roared cars cair-, 
"The Blur is back, hoping to kill us:" 

Carstair grabbed the firs" avail
able weapon, which happened '", be his 
cane. Wellwood seized a log that 
lay beside an open fireplace. Toget
her, they dashed out into the hall
way, to see the front door slamming. 
They followed, yanked the door open 
and reached the front porch, Well
wood's highpitched shouts joining 
with Carstair's booms. 

Servants had found a car out 
front, with its motor still throbbing. ~ 
It was another getaway car that 
crooks had not used, since so many 
of them had fled for the boathouse 
instead. The servants hadn't turned 
off the motor, for they had called 
the police, who told them to leave 
all evidence as it was. 

Turning toward the lighted 
porch, the servants did not see The 
Shadow, for by then he was in dark
ness. He popped up suddenly among 
them, as he had done before. 

Flinging off the startled men 
who made belated grabs, T~ Shadow 
sprang into the car, slammed the door 
in their faces and yanked the machine 
into gear. He whipped the car away 
so fast that it was around the curve 
of the drive before a single man 
could fire after it. 

Facts were linking in The Sha
dow's mind as he sped the car toward 
town. He knew why the Blur had so 
easily picked off Doone in the arti
ficial gloom. Doone had provided a 
targe~ the pink carnation. Curiously,
that fitted with the death of Tex 
Winthorp. In Tex's case, a diamond 
shirt stud had served as a locater 
for the victim's heart. 

Another poin~ the Blur hadn't 
snatched that valuable diamond after 
killing Tex, which indicated that 
the unknown crook had his mind on 
cash, not gems. That put an odd 
twist on the Blur's threat to rob 
Dawson, the jeweler, at nine o'clock 
tonight.

Such a point might have convin
ced Commissioner Weston that the 
Dawson case was a hoax, the opinion 
voiced by both Lamont Cranston and 
Marvin Kelford, the stand-bys of the 
Cobal t Club. 

But was it entirely a hoax? 
The Shadow had inclined to the 

hoax idea, even when telling Margo 
Lane to phone Commissioner Weston 
and inform him of the crime at Car
stair's. He was glad that he had, 
for with Weston gone, The Shadow 
would have a better chance to look 
over the scene at Dawson's. 
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It might prove valuable, con

sidering that the ways of the Blur 
were many. Hoax or no hoax, some
thing might occur at Dawson's that 
would cloud the issue seriously. 
III consequences threatened, of a 
sort that only timely intervention 
could prevent. 

The Shadow knew: 
**** CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE **** 

ON PLAYING SHERLOCK HOLMES 
By. Basil Rathbone 

Reprint from RADIO VARIETIES, 
March, 1940 

Many persons ask me what is 
the difference in your feeling when 
you face the NBC microphone as 
Sherlock Holmes and when you face 
the camera. I would be only too 
willing to oblige them through 
Radio Varieties except that there 
is really no difference. In either 
case, I feel Holmes to be as real 
as my Dr. Watson, Mr. Nigel Bruce. 

Like countless millions of 
Holmes' admirers throughout the 
world, I see him as a very part of 
old England. As I conceive him, 
any my concept may differ radically 
with those of Editor Wilton Rosen-
thal's readers, Holmes was a man 
with tremendous powers of concentra
tion. His absorption in his calling 
was extraordinary. Very properly, 
he never associated with women; 
evinced no interest in them. (Ima
gine what a hell it would have been 
to be his wife:) He was not a neat 
man in his personal habits. He was 
inattentive as to minor details of 
dress and deportment. As we would 
say in America, "he just wouldn't 
be bothered". 

With all that, I often wonder 
myself why he became such a great
beloved character to the English 
people who literally rose up in arms 
when his creator, the late Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, seeking to turn his 
talents to more serious writing,
killed him off in one of his stories. 
I think it's because he was a man of 
the people. He belonged to the man 
in the street. There is more than 
fiction in the statement which Sir 
Arthur attributed to one of his 
characters, that everyone in England 
slept better at night because Sher
lock Holmes was around. 

There is no other character in 
English literature quite like Sher
lock Holmes. There have been other 
great detectives in fiction, of 
course, but somehow they have never 
been able to get hold of the imagin
ation as has Holmes. There is Philo 
Vance, for instance, whose exploits 
have been read by millions in the 
books of S. S. Van Dine. I played 
him 'once on the screen, but somehow, 
I had the feeling he was a little 

too smart, that he belonged to Park 
Avenue and not Main Street. He 
didn't have the COmmon touch which 
Sherlock, in spite of his erratic 
brilliance, manages to convey. 

Portrayal of Sherlock Holmes on 
the screen, I might say, causes me 
more worry than my portrayal on the 
radio. The screen leaves little to 
the imagination, and anyone in the 
audience may disagree with my idea 
of how Sherlock Holmes should look 
and act. Radio leaves every listen
er free to draw individual mental 
pictures of Holmes. Which, in a way, 
is as it should be, since Holmes 
lies on the border of fantasy. He 
has charm and verve, but no one actu
ally knew him. This gives every ac
tor who plays Holmes an unexcelled 
chance to use his imagination, but 
also exposes him to criticism from 
every person with an imagination of 
his own. But come what may in cri
ticism, on the screen or on NBC, I 
have seldom relished a role as much 
as this one. It must be the English 
in me. 

* * * * * * * * ",."", • .... 1"~ 
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Very 
Good O.K. 

Thumbs 
Down 

Ab
stain 

1.	 Reprint old stores related to radio
 
(Such as Nick Carter & The Shadow) !:f!!1L !!..§2L ~
 

2.	 Reprint articles from old
 
newspapers & ~agazines
 ~ E2L 

3.	 Current columns on radio past & present Q!±L 122L 
4.	 Reprint articles from current
 

newspapers & magazines
 !±!±L .5§L 

5.	 O.T.R. related pictures .z2L ~ 

6.	 Articles about foreign radio programs
 
past & present (Canada, England,

Australia etc.) l2L ~ !±!±L
 

7.	 Radio Quizes §!:!1L ~ .es..~ 

8.	 Listing of stations carrying
 
O.TR. programs 2QL 28% .JZL
 

9.	 Tapespondents .5§L !:f!!1L 
10. CBS Mystery Theatre Listings !±!±L ~ ~ 

11. Celebrity Columns	 §.§L ~ ~ 

12. Rating O.T.R. dealers	 ~ l2L ~ 

13. Advertising in Memories	 ~ !:f!!1L ~ 

14. Reference Library	 .!!:§L !±!±L ~ ~ 

15. Tape Library	 ~ l2L ~ 

16. Illustrated Press ~ 

17. Memories	 ~ ~ 

18. Expansion of cassette library §.§L ~ ss., 
19. Expansion of reel to reel library ~ l2L ~ 

20. Letters from members	 £!±L EL ~ 

In addit~on to many favorable I 11. Promote the club. 
comments, we received the following 12. Honory Memberships (This is 
suggestions: already being done to pro
1.	 More background material and his fessionals who contribute to 

tory of OTR programs, especially the I.P. such as Lee Adlman) 
the serials. I 13. More information about the "Not 

2.	 More contr~butions from members. so big shows" and the actors
3.	 Drop volume numbering & go to who played in these shows. 

whole numbers. I 14. When planning things, keep in 
4.	 Puzzles for the IP or Memories. mind a lot of members are out
5.	 How about a column called "What of town. 

Ever Happened to .•.. ?" 15. More on what's going on in the 
6.	 More columnists (See #2) OTR world, what's new etc. 
7.	 Ask members what they want in 16. Listing & rating of other OTR
 

tape library. clubs.
 
8.	 Articles on premiums. 17. Publish leads to possible caches 
9.	 Emphasize the IP as a radio maga- of radio transcriptions.
 

zine rather than a newsletter 18. Transfer the records to tape.
 
10. Change name of library to reposi- 19. Tape the OTR shows on WEER 

tory and emphasize the materiaU 20. Are there m ore Shadow, Suspense. 
in the same way. X-I. and Escape shows around 

THE ILLUSTRATED P 
21. Interview radio stars. 
22. Information on sound effect~. 

I welcome any further comments
 
on these suggestions. By the way,
 
the records shown on the survey form
 
are mostly Mark 56 and were adver

tised in Warren Magazines. Now that
 
you have read the suggestions, how
 
about YOU contributing something
 
along these lines to the I.P.
 

R.A.O. 

******** 
BIRTH OF A NETWORK 

On September 9, 1926, the 
National Broadcasting ComPany was"in
corporated under the laws of Delaware. 
Its	 debut was on November 15, 1926, 
ushering in the network era. 

NBC	 operated as two networks, 
the	 red and the blue. The terms red 
and	 blue were coined when RCA chief 
engineer Alfred N. Goldsmith and 
AT&T operations engineer Elam Miller 
were en route to Washington, D.C. 
shortly before NBC was formed. Using 
blank maps of the United States, 
they drew on these maps the networks 
they hoped would come into existence 
based on WEAF and WJZ. 

WEAF stations and connections 
were drawn in red pencil (RED NET
WORK) and the WJZ stations and con
nections were drawn in blue pencil 
(BLUE NETWORK). 

In 1943, NBC sold the blue net
work. WJZ was still the key station 
in the network. Thus, the blue net
work became the American Broadcasting 
Company. * * * * * * * * 
You lust can't
 

afford to min
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WHAM 10 P. M. 
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11.	 Promote the club. 
12.	 Honory Memberships (This is 

already being done to pro
fessionals who contribute to 
the I.P. such as Lee ~lman) 

13.	 More information about the "Not 
so big shows" and the actors 
who played in these shows. 

14.	 When planning things, keep in 
mind a lot of members are out 
of town. 

15.	 More on what's going on in the 
OTR world, what's new etc. 

16.	 Listing & rating of other OTR 
clubs. 

17.	 Publish leads to possible caches 
of radio transcriptions. 

18. Transfer the records to tape. 
19· Tape the OTR shows on WEBR 
20.	 Are there m ore Shadow, Suspense, 

X-I, and Escape shows around 
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21. Interview radio stars. 
22. Information on sound effect~. 

I welcome any further comments 
on these suggestions. By the way, 
the records shown on the survey form 
are mostly M~rk 56 and were adver
tised in Warren Magazines. Now that 
you have read the suggestions, how 
about YOU contributing something 
along these lines to the I.P. 

R.A.O. 

BIRTH OF A NETWORK 
On September 9, 1926, the 

National Broadcasting Company was'in
corporated under the laws of Delaware. 
Its debut was on November IS, 1926, 
ushering in the network era. 

NBC operated as two networks, 
the red and the blue. The terms red 
and blue were coined when RCA chief 
engineer Alfred N. Goldsmith an~ 
AT&T operations engineer Elam M111er 
were en route to Washington, D.C. 
shortly before NBC was formed. Using 
blank maps of the United States, 
they drew on these maps the networks 
they hoped would come into existence 
based on WEAF and WJZ. 

WEAF stations and connections 
were drawn in red pencil (RED NET
WORK) and the WJZ stations and con
nections were drawn in blue pencil 
(BLUE NETWORK).

In 1943, NBC sold the blue net
work. WJZ was still the key station 
in the network. Thus, the blue net
work became the American Broadcasting 
Company. * * * * * * * * 
You lust can't 

affoi'cl to miss 

.' b$cJt.1 e\J':l;.
· n'n.le~v..di 1.,....,...---.1qr".xttr.... 
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ORSON WELLES 
REPRINT from RADIO VARITIES, 
March, 1940 

Orson Welles came to the Camp
bell Playhouse just two years ago,
the brightest bright boy ever to 
have his name on a Broadway marquee . 
He came wrapped in an aura of magic, 
with a fanfare of abacadabra; but 
the aura has evaporated, leaving the 
fanfare, now changed to a Tschaikowsky 
piano concerto, for the solid figure 
of a man with undoubted genius, in
credible energy. 

Welles brought an idea with him 
to the Campbell Playhouse, an amaz
ingly simple idea, but one whi?h has 
already begun to transform rad10 en
tertainment. The idea is that the 
radio audience doesn't need to be 
talked down to; in fact, doesn't like 
it. The soundness of the idea is 
reflected not only in the awards which 
his program has won from such august 
bodies as the Women's National Radio 
Committee, but in the great popularity 
of the program. 

"Radio is just about the best 
story-teller there is," said Welles, 
when the WNRC awarded him their top 
drama prize last April, "and my one 
object on the Campbell Playhouse has 
always been to pick good stories and 
tell them just as well as I know how." 

During the current Playhouse 
season, Welles has worked hard to 
gather a varied bill of fare in ful
fillment of his promise. From the 
modern theatre he culled "Ah, Wilder
nes s ," and "Dodsworth I" from the 
modern novel: "Broome Stages,"
"Vanessa", and "The Citadel" I and 
from motion pictures, "It Happened 
One Night," and "Theodora Goes Wild~ 

"But Welles has justo, begun his 
work when he selects the vehicle for 
each Sunday night's program. Casting 
is his next problem, and here again 
he makes every effort to have his 
plays performed by the best talent 
Broadway and HOllywood can supply.
Helen Hayes has signed an exclusive 
contract with the Campbell Playhouse, 
agreeing to take part in six produc
tions during a season. Other famous 
actresses to appear on the programs 
have included Fay Bainter, Loretta 
YOung, Joan Blondell, Marie Wilson, 
and William Powell. 

The supporting cast, for Welles 
almost invariably plays opposite his 
guest star, is heard regularly, how
ever. They constitute Welles's own 
troupe, many of them veterans of his 
Mercury Theatre on Broadway, his 
Mercury Theatre of the Air, and all 
of them taken by Welles to Hollywood 
in preparation for his first motion 
picture, which is now ready to go 
into production. 

Welles selects his scripts two 
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weeks in advance--at any given mo
ment he is rehearsing one Sunday's 
production, writing the script for 
the following week, and reading 
plays and novels for the week after. 
Once he has selected a story, he 
has a secretary cut out each page 
and paste it on a large sheet of 
blank paper. Welles goes through 
the pages, annotating in the margin, 
working out sequences, getting the 
story ready for its radio adapta t i.on , 
Sometimes he will do this work while 
floating in his Hollywood swimming 
pool on a non-sinkable mattress, 
gazing at the sky for inspiration. 

The actual dialogue is seldom 
written down, it is worked out by 
Welles and his casts at rehearsal. 
Another actor fills in for Welles, 
while he puts the cast through a 
scene, the outline of which he has 
worked out in his mind. A recording 
device makes a transcription of the 
scene. Played back, it enables 
Welles to hear how the scene sounds. 
Always a believer in the power of 
the spoken,. as contrasted with the 
written work, Welles feels this en
abIes him to get a clearer under
standing of the effectiveness of a 
SCene than would be possible from 
any written script. Many records 
will be made before a scene is fina
lly approved by Welles, and then a 
staff of stenographers transcribes 
the record to the regular mimeo
graphed script pages from which the 
actors will read their lines. 

One of the most amazing features 
of the Campbell Playhouse, is the ver
satility demonstrated by this star. 
The parts he has taken in the past 
few months range all the way from 
the self-conscious adolescent of 
"Ah, Wilderness" to the dreamy hero 
of "Peter Ebbetisonj " from the brash" 
sophisticated detective of "~here' s 
always a Woman," to the oLdt i.me Shakes
pearean actor of "Broome Stages." 
This ability to adopt himself to all 
kinds of characterizations, the.hall 
mark of any really great actor,1.s 
not accidental, or haph~zard ~ith 
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maintaining, with a slight exaggera- l 
tion, that he had played his Shakes- I 
pearean roles on the Broadway stage ! 
rather than in school. l 

The Dublin theatre people were I 
probably not convinced by the account , 
this sixteen-year-old gave of his t 
theatrical past, but they"were con- : 
vinced by the demonstrations he gave I 
of his talent. Cast as Duke Alexan
der in Jew Suss, he made Dublin Thea
tre history, receiving tremendous l 
ovations and remaining to play through- f 
out the season. Ecstatic letters, ' 
praising this "famous" American actor, 
reached New York newspapers from their 
Dublin theatre correspondents. Finally 
English labors laws necessitated his 
leaving Ireland and returning to the 
United States. 

Back in America, Welles's theat
rical career took a new twist, a 
twist particularly valuable for the . 
work he is doing now, Welles discovered' 
radio. It can't be put any other 
way, for Welles took radio by storm. 
Playing a dozen differentparts in 
radio shows, he sometimes made as 
many as forty radio appearances in 
a single week. This training in air 
teChnique is what enables him today 
to make full advantage of radio's 
particular facilities--mobility, 
intensity, intimacy. 

At the same time, Welles was pro
ducing on all Negro Macbeth for the 
Federal Theatre. This led to the 
establishment of his own theatre in 
New York, with the co-operation of 
John Houseman, a brilliant young pro
ducer. The first presentation of 
this group the Mercury Theatre was a 
modern-dress performance of Shakes-
peare's JUlius Ceasar. It made theat
trical history. This was followed by 
appearances over CBS with the Mercury 
Group, further stage produc t i ons , and 
finally the Campbell Playhouse. 

This is the background necessary 
to a man carrying the responsibilities 
which Orson Welles carries. The 
startling aspect of Welles' character 
is not his youth, but his amazing 
vigor. The tall. tales. that surround 

Welles. He has packed l.nto h1.S twenty- his personal hab1.ts--h1.s fondness for 
four years of life,. twenty one lfears 
of theatrical exper1.ence, both l.n 
America and abroad. 

Welles' first theatrical project 
was a marionette show which he ran 
at the age of three. Always preco
cious, this Chicago-born son of Amer
ican parents, was trying to disguise 
himself as the senile King Lear be
fore he was ten. In preparatory 
school, at Woodstock, Illinois, he 
was directing an Elizabethan reper
tory theatre in early adolescence. 
He went to Europe after graduation, 
and arriving at Dublin, he presented 
himself at the famous Abbey Theatre, 

4-pound slices of roast beef, his 
beard, his prodigious memory, and 
his ability to eavesdrop on four con
versations simultaneously: pale be
side the simple fact of his organi
ation production, and acting in 
Campb~ll PIa/house.

* * * * * * * 

DIAL WHEe TONIGHT! 

FOR	 PAROLE" 
9:00' P. M. 
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DAVID O'BRIEN AS CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT IN THE 1943 COLUMBIA SERIAL
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